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1. The Unil;cd Kations Commission on International Trade LX at its first 

session decided to inciude In its ::ork prograaine, as a priority item, the su>tecL 

“tiEe-limits and limitations (prescription) in the i’ield of international sale 
,,ii or Goods. - 

2. The Cslc&ssbn decided also to reqclest the Secretary-General, al’ier 

appropria’;e consultation, to invite interested Gzzeranen& of States Keinbers of the 

Co;~;;ission ‘to subffiit to 21 tte Secretary Generai sttidies on that subject.- 

3. l%rsuant ta the request ci’ the Coznission the Secretary-Gener.e.1 conducted 

infor!& consultations ‘lit11 me&ers of the Commission 2s a ZTSUit ol’ r:hich :he 
was inforliled that the Govei-n,nents of Belgium, Czechosl3vekia, Norray, the United 

Kingdom 8r.d the United States :lere interested in preparing studies on tilr,e-limits 

and lititatio?s (prescripti~) in the field of international saie of gotis. 

Accordingly tile Secretary-General, by note verbale of 9 :.%y 1969, invited ti:e 
above-mentioned Goverrmer,ts tc undertake to prepare such studies. 

4. The Secretary-General has received studies fro3 the Governments of 

Czectioslovakia, Xorsray and iYne United Kingdom. The text o these studies is 

regrcduced below. 

5. In connexion !iith this item the Couission my wish to take into accoun-t, 
inter a!.ia, the pork done by t‘ne Coilncil of Euope on the su3,jet t of tize-liblits. 

In 1964 the European Co&Wee on Legal Co-operation of the Council of Gurcpe 

drew up a questionnaire on tilce-limits srhicti w2s sent to ths members of the 

Council of Europe. The replies received from the Puovernu,ents of Austria, 

Eel&m, Cyprus, Cemark, Frcnce, Federal Republic of Cerruany, Greece, Italy, 

Luxembourg, Netherlands, fior!:ay, Sweden, SKitzerland acd the United Kingdom 

were published in 1969 in a dccument of the European Caslluii;tee on Legal 
Co-operatisn entitled Replies :&de by Governments of Member States to the -- 
Questionnaire on “Ti!ne-Liniits”. The replies describe i;he provisions of the lai!s 

of those countries concerning different aspects of time-limits and limitations 
(Pres:rilJticn) in ger.eral, and not linited to the internatiopal sale 01 gassy. 

11 R-port of the United EZtizi>s Cc:r.mission on International Trade ia!? on i;lre 
:ror:i cf its first session, Cfficial Record:; OP ,?e General hssetti,ly: 

I P.-enty-third Session, Ijupple:?ent NG_. l’s ,A/72iS , paragraph 1,: {iii ). 

2/ s., s:sragra$i l’!. - 
I , .a. 
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I c. 8; courtesy of the secretariat.. of the Council 0; Europe copies of tile 

sbcvc-wntioncd docuwnt ~t.11 be available tc rneK~ers of i;be Commission dwing 

its second session. 

L ,:_ ;--. ._ _ :..; -. sv=r”‘? ‘wra 
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1. In the course of disc~ssi on during the firct session th United Nations 
Couiiuission cn Internation Zxde 23: (hereitxfter soll:eti:r.es called in abbreviation 
"UKITAWL" xd/or "Commission") decided that among the topics which should be 
prikiarily se&at& by soicl Co:nttission, also the proble,.ls cO1lnectec! ?iith “Tim- 

limix and limitation (~rcccrLption) in the field of in;ernntional sale of 
. goors It bc included (see %port of the UZlCTRAL on the vcrk of its fiist session, 

pxe 17). 
2. The putting; of :.!&tcrs co:?necl;ed with time-lilxits end limitation 
(prescription) dn the ager.de of the Commission has been waved by several delegates, 
and this xotion kns been unankously approved to be placed among the priority 
topics. in this cast? the prS;leli&' are iwolved which ix prevailing majori'cy are 
cf legal and tcckn-;csl nature, 2nd certain common feawres exist ;.n the lax oi the 
individual Eates, so tl;a; it 1x2:' be exzectcd that within skrt at ieast *partial 

reaillts of unificeticn CXl be attained. It should: be stressed that at present 

the uni;Fcntion 3r at leas-k a hnl~.::onization of tke rules on limitation 

(prescripiio3) and iize-limits is of a great practical iG?ortance, since their 

consequences very intensi':el.; c3rxern the proprietary position of the parties to 

the intcrnclixal trace, and t;x solution oi' these questiocs mzy, in an ess-ntial 
mnner, strcngther, t‘ne legal certaint 7 in the international economical relstiow. 

II 

IZ2Tl!O!oc GF SOLVTIOW 

3. Ey virtile of the resolution MO. 2205 (XXI) which on 1; December 1966, kas been 
adopted by the Ceceral kssembl-I of the kited Nations, and by which the United 
Rations Cotission on the Ir.ternati,onal Trade Ia? has been established, the rain 
task of this Commission is to co-ordinate and rush the wification and harnonizing 
of the iiiternational trade la?. Both these methods strengthen the lega; certainty 
of t'r.e ir.teziot ipnai trsdc, siwc the-: help in msking clear the l-gal position 

of the parties to Fntercstion.31 tziie, xgarilleso of that T.+iiC;? cowt of la:: or 

tritiunzl (2c e.g. erbi~retio::' !:;lj. CoqC.irier ‘;b,.~ :jaT,e, IL_.. 

I . . . 
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4. However, there is a SEerexe in quality of both said methods. As for the 
harl2Onizing Only Certain Coxon prilxiple& are fixed, l?hich tlCueVer are idellticfl 

only as far as the substance of the legal regulation is concerned, but as for 

the details of such questions these are solved by the States themselves, GO that 

in this respect the individucl leSa1 systems may be different. But on the other 

hand, idelitic~~ norms are adopted by more States if the unification takes ;)lace. 

There is no room left for a douii-2 that unification is a su?ei-ior form of the 

development of the international trade, and it ought to cn;oy priority over all 

topics ;:hich the Commission has to deal Xith, in so far as relevant obstacles 

would not be in the way. 

5. UniPication iray only be limited to the consolidation of norms governiny 

con;‘licts of krs, or it ma;’ consist in adopting of the identical norms of the 

substantive 1%;. llnification of norms of the substantive la!; is, no doubt, a 

superior form of unification, and it should enjoy preference cvcn :;hile the 

regulation of 22tters concerning limitation and time-litli-i Trill take place. The 
unir^icatic.; of norms of the substantive la!; eliminates the conflicts of la::s, 

and.thcrefore it is vhy in s.:ch case, there is in principle no room for the 

solution 02 problems connectcl cith conflicts of la%. iS.:cver, this goal 6:ay 

be re-zcbed to a certain ex’icnt onlf, and even if r;he uniform rules of the 

substantive la:: are being practically applied, there :rill akays exist dii”crent 

matters :?hich furthermore Trill remair. unsettled. In the rough features the 

follo;<inS problems are involved: 
6. !a) ‘ihe extent of the uniform rules is limited to a certain frane;;ork 
which need not necessarily cover the question uhich is under consideration or 

discussion; it villbe necessary in this connexion, i.e. :;hile the limitation 

end "be-limits will be regulated, to k'ix in a most accurate manner the terms 

which, within the framework of the domestic legal rules of the signatory States, 

shall be substituted by the uniform rules. Difficulties vi11 probably arise, 

mainljj in this respect, that different terms regulated in the individual legal 

systems cannot be classed either with terms of prescription or time-limits. It 

is, e.g. the French law which for the claims resulting from needs Vhich concern 
the everyday life, adoptea a presumption that after thr lapse of a certain, 

shcrt time , all such claims are to be considered 28 settlei?, ‘but this 



PreoumPtion may be reful;ed by the oath (c'3e Article 2275 of the French Civil Code). 
0: 

Therefore, it ought ic be evident - so far as IC is possible - quite una!&iguously 
t 

from the adopted ruies, whether or not even the terms of such kind shall be y’ 
I 

substituted by the unifcrm rules. hs for the tertas which do not fall under the P 
C 

uniform rules, it ri;l be necessary to determine the quest&n which LA* vi11 goverr, 
said terms. 

t 

(b) The uniform rules may prove gaps in the iaw which rill need to \je 
t 

7* 
M 

overcome. l%r this puqose either the application of the law '.zhich would apPly ii. 
11 

. the uniform rules did not exis t, or overcoming of gaps in the law, in accordance 

with the principles statad directly in the uniform rules (so, e.g. Article 17 of 
C 

w 
the Uniform La:; on InternaTional Sale of Goods Pronounces the Principle that any 

T 
gaps in the late shall be settled in conformity with the general principles on 
which the present law is based), should be taken into consideration. 

9. (c) In .:onnexion with the unifcrm rules the preliminary and qualification 
questions arise (as e.g. legal notions appiied for the uniform rules are not fully 
determined there and mst be settled In ccnformity with P certain legal system). 

9* Even though tiie unification of the law does in Principle mean that conflicts 

of laws night be Prevented, this aim may be reached to a certain extent only, and 
therefore the question must be examined whether for the soiutior. of said Froblems 
the subsidiarily aPFlicable law stiould not be fixed. The solutiori of questions 

concerning conflicts cf lavs is contained, e.g. in the General Conditions governing 
the delivery of goods ariong the organizations of foreign trade of the Member States 

Of the Council for Xutual Bccnoc!ic Assistance (see Section 71: of said ';eneral 

Conditions). Similar solution s;ould Frobably be ir.strumental for the Proposed 

uniform.rules. 
10. As for the prescription and tiae-limits, there vere prODab& tiOt yet 
concluded any qecial conventions witil a iarger GsrticiFaticn of the States, 
and nor internatj.onal organizaticns rhich deal with the unification ant. 

harmonizing of the lair have elaborated heretofore any motion for suck rules. 
Outside the fraL.Work of them only two drafts have been submitted. The first 

is the preliminary draft of "Convcntiol: on Proper 1 !, and Unification oi 
Fro-*i c ic;;lq ,a . zcncerning t.-he Frescripticn in Cccnection *dith the Xatcrializ-tion c 

I . . . 
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of tne International Trade”, wi;ich was prepared in 1961 viti3.n the framer:Ork of 

the Council for K;tual Econcmic Assistance, but has not entered In force, no 

ye+. (see annex r!o. I), We second is the draft elaborated by the POliGh 

professor H. Irammer (see Annex 1!0. II). The Permanent Commission of thi 

Ccur.cll ior Mutual Zccsomic ~sslstance has approved on 1 June lgfa the nc:: 

text Of the “General CCGitiOtlS govei-ITi.; g the delivery of (hcods effec-ted amor,? 
the or&anications of the foriiGn trade cf the member States of tiu: Council for 

Bldual Zconomic Assistance”, which is to enter into force from 1 Jantiry lg6g. 

Xewly included in the said General Conditions s?e also several provisions 

concerning the presai-iption, in so far as the rights resulting frOu ttp contracts 

which are governed by these General Conditions (see Annex Nc. III) Ei’2 iwolved. 

These ruies (General Conditions) as veil as the tWo above-men(ioned drafts 

ought to be ccssidered and appreciated vithin the scope of act.‘.vities of the 

Commission, and at the same time it ol;eht to be also examined wLe5hs.r the 
principles which are contained therein uould not be suitable for t: .: application 

to the segal regulation of the international trade. 

11. J?rcm among the methods of activities of the Ccamisoion lrhich are 
stated in the Resolution of the General Assembly of the United 11at;ons 

x3 . 223g (XXI) of 17 Cecember 1366 it is the “FTe,7aration of New International 

Conventionsi Model or b:lifzrm laws” which should, in this state of affairs, be 

taker. into consideration. By t’his occasio.1 it mist be seen to it that the 

prOvisions coticernirig prescriptions, so as the same are contained in al!. ie@ 

system, are ss a ruie of mandatory nature, and that the domestic legal .%&es may 

be codified for the syt:cre of the international trade cnly in a form llhich is on 

the same ievel as the iaws are. 
12. As it already followed from the general discussion heLd in the 

ccurse of the first session of the Commission, tl.e form of multilateral 

conventions should ilave preference, since such conventions can, in the field Of 

prescription and time-limits, reach at the best the &cals aimed by the ;mifOrm 

rules, to the mosi possible extent. in this connexion regard must be paid to 

that the contents of the uniform rules be accep”.able for the majority of States. 
For this purpose it is necessary to adaot bcth the cOt;tetltS of an eventual 

conventicnal re&ulal;ior. and ttle possibility of different conventional 

reservaticns. At the ?eme time C!ie unificeticc I ctivities (F!or::) of -ihc 

/ . . . 

----____ --. _. 
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Ccu;uclssiou must be understood as an crganic whole, which should not be depreciated 
by accepting of diffe+g comprolr.ises resulting frcm different comprenension of 

various legal questions, existing between il-ti individual legal spheres and 
GyGtCUG. True8 a great genesality of such rc.les or a very bread possibiiity of 

reservations in respect of such rules might facilitate the unification vork, 

bu” its result for the practical applicarion in the international rrade mould 

thereby be dc-2recia.ted in a considerable manner. 

13. Cnly in such ever,:: ;;l:ere tLe way of unification on tke ccnveational 

basis vere not riegotlable, it would be convenient to try to elaborate, at leosz, 

a mcdel Law. This form uould of course be only a recommendation to the 

individ-til States to adopt in their domestic rules the Acts which would be in 
cmplimce with the ncdel Law. Maturally, this might facilitate the eaacti.r.i: 

even of such Lavs which might deviate from the fixed mcdel Law, so that the 
unification might ;e attained to a more limited extent than ir. t-r2 2ase Of a 

conveutional form, and even a hari;cnizing of legal rules might only be involved. 

III 

14. Even in the case Mere the uniform rules would be based on a convention, 

several solutions might be taken into consideration, which differ mainly in 

respect of relation to the norms &Jverning conflicts of laws. 

15. First of all, uniform legal rules Mhich would be applicable to +%z relayions 

betr;een the parties to the international trade, who are subiects of tl;e 

contractirg States, migrt be taken icto consideration. In such case tither 

principle of natinrality (citizenship), or a more modern c.riterion of domicile 

(seat) or place of business of the party to the internaticnel trade, might be 

taken as basis. 
J&. For the relations be’iuec _ such parties, the conventional rules uould 

substitute the dmestic rules of eahh individual State, since the provisions 

of the ccntractic: Srates, those la:! vould be applicable to the SOhtiOll Of 

conflicts of la-s , ::culd be identical, the problers ccnnected witi! conrlicts of 

k.vs would be of secondary iuportance. Hos:evel , the ‘disadvantage of such 

solution is a proportionately great limitation in respect of apolicetioc Of the 

/ . . . 
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unif oru; rules, since such rules w~lild not apply to parties arho are subJeccs of 

S:aXec net pcsticipating in the convention. 

17. .+ contrary :nc.thcd cf solution of this questicn is embodied in tire Uniform La? 

cr. the Interrational Szle OS Gocds; tkc provision of Article 2 contains tha 

principle reading a6 follows : “Rules of private international la-! shall be 

excluded for the purposes o f application of the present la\;, subject to any 
provisions to the contrary in the said law”. 

18. Thus, the provision of the ci’ced hr-Licle does in principle fully exclude the 

application of the private internatioaal la%, but at the same time the Uniform 
La’l; contains in its several Articles provisions concerting conflicts Of 1a.d:: 

(08 e.g. Articles 3i 4, 5, 17, and 38). In principle, it follows from this 

regulatios that or.ly lex fori is to be applied, and this provision is imposed 

even on the ;sarties of the %.a .e i s wiiich i-ave net adhered to the convention, even 
for such cases where under the rules of ti:,n private interrational la!: t'he la\: 

of the signatory S’Late could not be applicable (e.g., under th rules governiri 

conflicts of laws the law of the State which has not adhered to the convention . 
ought to be apglied j. Zven thcugh .Lhe authors of the Uniform Law made 

evidently all their efforts to broaden to tiie greatest extent the application 

of the uniform rules, a question arises, i.e. whether the absolute denial of the 

international private l.a~ which is therein contained hatz not passed far above 

the apprspriate limits. 

1% it seems that such solu-tion would be the most acceptable which would represent 

a certain ccu;psc.lr,ise beWeen the said exileme solutions. By this occasion tk? 

principle m:ght be taken as basis, i.e. ‘that the uniform rtiles ought to become an 

ictegrai part of the law of the contrac;ting States, and to be applied to cases 

where the law of these States would be tke proper law of the contract. If in 

this respect the application of provisions of legal systems vhere tte uciform 

rules have been enacted be involved, the need to rdguiate questions connected 
with conflicts of laws would in principle cease to exist. In relations between 

the parties of the third States (i.e. those shj.ch have not adhered to the uniform 

r~uies) the aniiorm ruies governing prescription and time-limits >:ould only be 

applied in such events u’kere i;: conforlaity :!ith the rules of the internaticnal 
. 

pRV2tS la?<, the la:: of erg of the signatory &ate would be applicable. 

- I... 
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20. In connexion with the solution of the questions connected with conflicts 

of iaws the legal uncerteir;l;y ir. respect of the lav to be ap!:lied vould arise. 
It would therefore be convenient to complete the unification of norms of the 

substantive lau by the uniform norms governing conflicts of laws, from which 

it .vould in principle follow when the ur.iform rules should be applied in 
relations betieen the States which are not signatories of the conventizl. Wi;i.lc 

determiaing the principles of the unifcrm rules 01~ conflicts of laws, the 

lex ceusae ought to be taken as the basis; this ought to be determined 
jointly with the prepared convention on the iews ep:)Licab:.z to the 

international sale of goods (see Report of the WCITBAL on the \lorlr of its 

First Session 29 January-26 February 1968, pages 16 ar;d 17). ’ 

IV 

SUPJECT XA’TTER CF PJX%-.~TIO~i 

21. !Jith a view to the ccmpetency of the Commission, i.e., to deal only with the 

unificetior end harmonizing of the 1s~ of inter:Mtioral trade, it is 1;eccssary 

to exciude frcm the subject matter of the uniform reguiation such legal 

relations which do not fall under this sphere. This required that the domestic 

rules concerning prescription shall not ‘se affected, the same only being 

excluded from being applied to the international commercial relations, If. 

favour of this solution speak not only the foroai. grounds but even the real 

ones, since the legal probiems connected with the international trade are of a 

quite different character !n comparison to the domestic relations, ~hosc ruies 
must be based on the needs of the national econcmy of the respective State, ard 

also regard must be paid to the degree of its development.. 

22. This soiLLion which has been adopted in the Hague Uniform Laws as lie11 es 

in the Czechoslovek legislation, while the subject matter of provisions 

contained in the Czechoslovok 1nteri;etional Trade Code was determined, presumes 

that the limits of applicability between the rules governing international 
commercial relations end the rules governing domestic relations (no t-ratter 

wh2ther cozercial or civil relations) be determined, so far es possible 

in 6:~ unambiguous manner, all that in interest of Legsi certainty. 

I... 
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23. 11; the coZ.se of the first session of the Commission tP& principle has 

been adspted tPat. the subject matter o f the uniform rules should be “time- 

limits and li:r.itationG (prescription)in the field of the international sale of 
goods” (see Heport of the UNCITRAL on the \Jork of its FirEI: ScGsion 
2g Janilary-26 February lg@, pages i6 and i.7). 

24. Ir. order tc IO&~ quite clear the subject matter cf this uniform re@~l.ation, 

there are first of all OMO questions ~:hich in ttiio connexion are to be solved: 

(4 To determine the notions of prescription and time-limits, ti;c 

distinction bet:lecn these notions and tP2 difference between the same and the 

similar instituLions, lrhich Gimilar il;stitutions are not to be included in 

the uniform rules, and 

(b) To determine ti;e notion of the “international sale of goods” and to 

consider whether the uniform rules oqht not to be limited only to the righta 

arising frolt: the bqaterializing of the international contract of sale or even 

to ether rights accruing in the COLWS e of the international exchange of goods 

(e.g. in case of invalidity of a contract of sale, or even of other contracts, 

as e. e. the coutract concerning transport, insurance contract, a. 1. ). First 

of all, it vi11 be necessary to determine the difference between the 

“1ntcr:~ational” character of sale of goods - as distinct from the domestic sale - 

furthertmore to exclude cases which even if possessin& an internatior&. element, 
are not despite that of commercial character, and consequently cannot be 

considered as part of realization of the international trade. Here~Ath is, 

e.g., ranged tt,e purchase of different articles takiw place in connexion. r:i.th 
the International tourism, and the like. Similar problems will arise Lot only 

in the course of determination of ruleG governiw prescription and tiue-limits, 

but also duri% the solution of other questions which are to be dealt \rith by 
the Commission. 

Notions of orescription and time-limits 

25. The individual laws connect different ccnsequenceG with the Lapse of 

certain tilre. The :r,ost important of them are determined in connexion Hith 

the regulation of the so-called prescription and time-limit, Mich-even for the 

legal re&ul.?ti2n of the international trade play a significant role, since in 

this caGe ti:c proprietary p ositiDt1 df the parties to it is cubstontially modiiiefi. 

/ . . . 
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26. Both the conditions imposed for giving rise ta -,he time-Endt and 

prescription and the legal consequences UhiCh fOll6V therei‘rom, ore, as for ttle 

particu.Lars, ditierently regulakd in the individlual legal systems. i;t is just 

this difference in tk regulation and furthermore difficulties arisiza dxring 

the solution Of the conflicts of laws, Ilhile the proper law for their settl.ea;cnt 

is determined, w;tich are sources of a considerable legal uncertainty in the 

international +rade ” I Xor tne legal termkology is unified, but in si)ii;e of that 

common features may be found to a certain extent, whict; are illustrative of 

bo-th the prescription and time-lizits. 

27. Both t&se institutions are in principle aimed at preventing the long 

lastirlg or even unlimited enforceability of rights and corresponding obligations. 
Both the prescri&io;l and tic;e -limits protect the obliged person against tke 

possibility of enforcemect of performance Of hi s obligations (no matter whether 

of an alleged or actual obligation). Thus, the prescription as weli as time - 

lii-.its differ from other legai icstitutions where after rke lapse of a certain 

.iime only the means of evidence and the for-, of legal acts on r:hich ci;e alleged 

right is based are sK:jject to stricter requireuerrts, so tilat the entitled person 

can - if he has fulfilled tke stricter conditions - obtain, the enforcement of 

his right, even contrary to the will of the obl.iged party. 
26. The existence of both the prescription and time -iimits is based CXI the 

common grounds. As basis is taker. the fact that after the lapse of a certain 

time it is much more difficult to ascertain and prove circumstances which are 

relevant for the rise, and on the coctrar;l, for i%e extinction of rights (as 

e.g. the payment of deb-tsj. it is as well vie:red from the technical point 

why it is unthinkable that the documents witnessing the per,forlrance of 

obligations be filed for an unlimited time. Therefore, thz legal systems 

grant - after tki lapse of a certain time - the protection to the obliged 

person against the claims based on the fact s which had occurred long time ago. 

29. However, this common result is bbtained by legal means which differ on 

the one band in the case of prescription ar.d OL the other hand in the csse of 

time -licllts. Cn the basis of a ccmparative criterion the difference bet\:een 
the tiae -limits acd prescription may be sutzarized in ‘the f3llo:kig iterG: 

(a) if ike time-Limit is involved tile right becolr.cs directly extinct, 

while in the case of ti;e prescription tk possibilit, *r to claim it in ihc ccuri: 

c ._.. . _ _ . -. - . . -_. . ._~ --. .* 
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(before arbitrators or other competent tribunal) is restricted (or lost). in 

practice this distinction is important meinly in cases where the prescribed or 
limited claim has been fulfilled. in the c86e of time-limit the performance mny 
be claimed back (since no legal grounds for performance existed), whereas in the 

c&se of prescription the performance is effected as good in 3a1~ (the obligation 

to perform lasts, it is only the enforceability of performance which i6 impossible, 

nnd so~titres such obligations are called ffioral /jinturn~ obligations) so that 
the restitution cannot be claimed; 

(b) In the case of time-limit the cowt of lew (arbitrator or another 
deciding tribunel) is bound to take it into consideration on its ol;n initiative, 

whereas the prcscrlytion is taken into consideration only in the case %?here the 

obliged Ferson invokes the prescription; 

(c) The period of time-limit runs uninterruptedly, whereas the pericd of 

prescription is, due to di-i’ferent grounds sometimes interrupted (which means 

that the already elapsed period of prescription loses its effects and the new 

period of prescription begins to run afresh, no matter whether of the same 

duration or of the longer duration) or is suspended (i.e. the period of prescription 

does not continue to run, but after the obstacle has ceased to exist, the original 
period of prescription shall continue to run); 

(d) All the proprietary rights are in a general mnner regulated by the 
prescription (or eventuelly different categories of rights &re as dell. subject 

to different duration of period of prescription), and only certain rights, 

depending on their nature, ere excluded from being prescribed (as e.g. the right 

of olmership which however under different 1~s is iost through the acquisitive 

prescri;;tion); on the other hand, the time-limit takes place only in such event 

if it has been so agreed expressly when a certain right was regulated (as e.g. if 
the complaint to the defects of the goods (non-conformity) has not been notified 

in due time); as a rule the duration of time-limits is shorter than of those 

which concern the prescription; 

(e) Prescription tskes place if a certein right has not been claimed within 

the fixed term, -hereas the time-limit may t ? based on other grounds (if a certain 
legal act htis been missed, e6 e.g. the notification of the defects of gocds 

(non-conformity) not m?de within the definite term, erS the like). 

/ . . . 
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30. Hovever, deviations and exceptions may be found in different legal systems 

from this comparative scheme so that some effects ‘arc connected with the 

prescription which otherwise are symptomatic of time-limits (e .gt under the 
provisions of aticle 82 of the Russian Soviet Federal Sccialist Republic 

Civil Code the courts take into consideration the prescription on their own 

initiative) and vice versa. 

31. Therefore, the uniform ruies siiould defifie the notions of prescription OS 

those of time-limits, so that it may be clear which domestic rules contained 

in the individual legal systems are being substituted by the uniform ruies. As 

a difference in no2ions may be considered that which has been lrentioned under (a). 

Within the meaning of u. iform rules the ground for the tize-limit should be 

deemed to be the’ lapse of a term wherewith the extinction of a right is connected, 

and for the prescription the lapse of term uith which the extinction of the 

mere enforceability of a right Is connected , no matter whether absolute 

(i.e., on the initiative of the deciding tribunal) or relative (upon the 

objection raised by the obliged party). 

32. The basic difference in the conception of prescription is on the one hand 
between the sphere 09 tte Common Lav , and on the ot‘ner hand the sphere of the 

Civil LWJ. TL’z Common Law upholds the principle that the prescription is an 

institution of the law of procedure, which only concerns the possibility to claim 

the judicial aid for the protection of rights (affects the reuedy only). &I It 

follows frcm the prescription seen from the point of its prccedural nakre that 

the English Law attaches to the prescription a territorial character and applies 
lex fori for its regulation, -- 
33. On .the other hand, in the legal sphere of the Civil Lav (sometiues called 

Continental La%) the charac;ter of the substantive law is attached to the 

prescription. While solving the questions connected with conflicts of laws tte 

Civil La*d takes therefore as a rule as the basis the lex causae. This different 

g The procedural conception of prescriptlon u?heid by the Common Law is probably 
the result of influence of the Roman Lax (camp. e.g. Holdsworth, A History of 
Enpiish Law, Boston, 1938, vol. VIII, page 65)) which connected prescription 
:<ith an azion, ‘Thus, t’r,e Roman LOX has exceptionally influenced in this 
respect the de.;clopment of the English Lax :.:hich ottcrwise resisted to tke 
reception of the Roman La11 and retained its independent legal development. 
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conception of prescription and time-limits may - apart from the solution of 

questions concerning conflicts of la\Js - be of fnuther importance, i .e . in the 

distinction of means of apLea ap&J.cable in cases where the substantive lax and i 

the l&w of procedure have been infringed. 

34. The unification of rules on prescription should facilitate the overcoming 

of these different conceptions or at least to limit to maximum the practical. 

consequences while the matters connected with the international trade will be 

regulated. At the same time it must be taken into consideration that the 

conception of prescription, vie,ded from the procedural point, brings about u 

certain legal insecurity in the legal regulation of the international trade, 
since the appreciation of questions connected with the prescription will 

entirely be dependent on the court which will decide on the respective right, 

so that the entitled person ~4.11 not be in a position - prior to the acceptance 

of action for the decision - to consider which term of prescription vi11 be 

decisive for him. But even if the prescription is considered. as an institution 

of the substantive la%, a certain insecurity in respect of the applicability 

of the law will arise, but only to such extent to which there will exist doubts 

as for the determination of the lex causae . 

The extent of prescribed (limited) richts 

jj. Nhile the rights to which the prel;ared rules on prescription or eventually 
on time-limits should relate are determined, the notion “international sale. 

of goods” is taken as the basis. This notion is of fundamental importance 
for the determination of the subject-matter of the vork of the Commission, 

since this notion is employed even in connexion k‘ith further suggestions 

concerning the contemplated regulation. While determining this notion it will 
be necessary to take as the basis the fact that this notion is aimed at helping 

in separating the prepared rules from the application of the domestic rules, 

whose application - without the framework of the contemplated rules - vi11 

evidently not be affected. 

36. :5%11e looking for the determination cf the notion of the “international 

saie of goods” , it is r.ecrssary to take as the basis the competence of the 

Commission, as provided for in the resolution of the General Assembly of the 

/ . . . 
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United Bations dated 17 Lecember 1966, from which it follows that thn Commission 

is to assist in a progressive harmonizing and unification of the law of 

international trade. It would surpass the framework of this treatise if efforts 

be made to try to define the notion of the law of international trade, and 

moreover, there might be a reason for a doubt uhetter an abstract definition 

would be instrumental juet at the beginning of the work of this Commission, 
in view of the fact that no sufficient experience for the solution of the 

given probleus is at disposal ad yet. .It follows from the course of the first 

session of the Commission that it is instrumental to dutermine the subject-matter 

of the regulation always in connexioc with the scllltion of the individual 

matters which are deslt with simultaneously. However, it is quite clear that 

under t’ne notion-of relations in international trade only such relations may 

fall which, on the one hand are of international character, and on the other 

hand those which may be considered a8 the colLloerciel relations (as distinct 

from other international relations which do not come in the sphere of trade). 

37. The determination of the notion “international sale of goods” is contained 

in the Uniform Law on International Sale Contract and Uniform Law on Conclusion 
of International Contract of Sale, which have been adopted at The Hague in 1964. 
The notion of “international sale” is identicd. in both Conventions and it may 

be charaoterized by the following features which determine its international 

nature : 

(4 sub.iective factor: the rules concern the relations between the 

parties whose places of business (l’e’tablissement) are in the territories of 

different States; 

(b) objective factor: 

(1) where the contract involves the sale of gocds which are at the time 

of the conclusion of the contract in the course of carriage or will be carried 

from the territory of one Stats to the territory of another; 
(2) where the acta constituting the offer and the acceptance have been 

effected in the territory of differsnt States; 

(3) where delivery of the goOds is to be made in the territory of the State 

other than that within vhose territory the acts constituting the offer and the 

acceptance have been effected. 

/ . . . 
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38. Under the said Uniform Laws the notion “international sale of goods” only 
includes such contracts where the subjective factor as well as any of the 
above-ruentioned objective factors is contained. 

39* Apart from the said features which constit&te the international character 
of sale of gocds, the Unifurlo Labs do not expressly define the couunercial 
chuacter of such sale. Within the framework of the subjective factor the place 
of business is taken as the basis, which however is not defined in a more 

specified nisnner, end therefore it is evident that a businessman is to be 
involved. However, the Uniform Laws con”ain provision (article I, para. 2) to 
that effect that where a party to the contract does not have a place of business, 

reference shall be made to his habitual residence (rdsidence habituelle). Of 
course, it is thereby admitted that the Laws may be applied, if other condition8 
are mt - even to the arrangetint of relations where a doubt may arise whether 
comrcisl relations are involved. 
40. Since the legal regulation which is to be proposed by the Cortmission ’ 
should only cover the relations in the international trade, it must be considered 
how to exclude frown it the international relations which lack a comn;ercial 
character. Apart from this fornial criterion, it uiust be taken into account 
the fact that the prepared rules on prescription and tiu-limits would probably 
not be appropriate for the relations which are not the comercial ones, since 
these rules will have to be based on the needs of the rapdily developing 
international trade, where probably shorter terms are fixed than those which 
are applicable to the civil legal relations. This practice of legislation exists 
even in such States where apart froin civil codes also trade codes are in force, 
and as a rule the terms of prescription under trade codes are much shorter. 
41. ‘While determining the extent of applicability of the com%?rcial law the 
legal system8 where trade codes exist take, in prevailing majority, as the 
basis either the subjective or objective criteria. The subjective criterion 
is symptomatic majnly of the Germ lab whose basis is the notion “businessman” 

(Kaufmann), but this notion uses to be qualified with considerable difficulties 
(some legal system dc not know this notion). 

42. In the sphere of the French law the objective determination of the trade 
la’n’ enjoys preference which means that certain legal acts (contracts) are declared 

I . . . 
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to be the commercial ones, either by reason of their form (bills of exchange) or 

of their contents (as e l g. the sale of food and goods destined for resale or 

uhere use is granted for a valuable consideration in accordance with the provision 

of article 632 of the French Trade Code) , and finally all ar;& which sxe effected 

by the businessmen by occasion ci’ their undertaking (tcutes les op&ations que fait 

un comwrcant & I’occasion de son commerce - see article 632 of the French Trade 

Code). 

, 

43. Under the provisions of the Czechoslovak lag (see section 2, para. 1 (a) of 

the Czechoslovak International Trade Code) is considered as a relation arising 
in internctional trade - inter alia - a proprietary relation under *which a transfer 
of a right in rem, ursonam or other right of economic value for any valuable -- 
consideration taken or is to take place between persons that do not have their 

seat (domicile) in the territory of the same country. The commercial chsractw 

of these international, proprietary relations is determined in a negative manner, 

i.e. the Act excludes frcm its applicability such proprietary relations vhere at 
the mouent of their creation it is known beyond any doubt that they are being 

entered into for the purpose of satisfyin g in the territory of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic the personal needs of private use or ot‘ner needs of personal 

use of at least one of the perties (see section 2, para. 2 of the International 

Trnde Code). 

44. Tie determination of both the international and commercial character of 

the relations which are to be governed by the prepared rules is first of all 

dependent on the reply to the question, i.e. whether the Consission should 

limit its ciork only to rights arising from contract cf sale, or whether the 

notion !‘international sale of gocds” should be understocd .in a broader meaning 
(e.g. even for regulation of rights which have arisen as a result of the 

invalidity of a contract of sale , or for other types of contracts which are 

economically closely linked to the sale of gocds, as e.g. insurance contract, 
carriage of goods contract, forwarding contract, and t’ne like), Should the Ales 
be baseu on a broader conception , it vould be convenient to adapt even their 
terminology to another concept of the notion, since the notion “international 
sale of g?cds” is csed in the Hague Uniform Lags for the contract of sale only, 
Uniform termiwlogy night. as well be used for the ::Ork of the CQiEiSSiOZl. 

I . . . 
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45. The wording of the report of the Commission on its first session, read as a 

whole, may lead at the conclusion that the idea of the Commission was to limit 
the matters governing the prescription to the international contract of sale. 

Similarly, t’ne draft elaborated by professor Trammer as well as the said draft 
of conventionai regulation oi prescription elaborated within thG framework of 

the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and also the general. conditions of 

the Council for Llutual Economic Assistance, uhic’h contain provision5 on 

prescription, are on?.y restricted to the contract of sale, or even to ccntract 

fos work. it is first of all the simplification of the discuescd problems vhieh 

speaks in favcur of such restriction, so that in this manner* the concrete results 

might be more easily cbtained. 

46. However, on the other hand t;.: regillatioil of prescri~tlon or tiue-limits 

concerning one type of cants-cts is connected with reg&&fon of this matter 

for ctter tyres of contr6ct6, and it would be in keeping with the ned~ or' the 

international trade if the duration of terms and their course were unified to ths 

broadest extent. h’evertheless, it might probably ‘be more convenient to limit 

for the time being the vork in this respect that only drafts concerning contracts 

of sale be elaborated, and to consider then - in t’ne la&r stage - vhet.hec it 

would be possible to enlarge it for other types of coGtracts. 

47. Furtheruore, it must be considered whether the regoiation should be limited 

only to rights arising frcm a valid contract of sale, or whether it should as 

well comprise the rights arising in connexion with the contract of sale (e.g. as 

a result of its invalidity, breach of duties stated therein, securing of its 

Ferformance, hs e.g. suretjrship or extinction, as the claims in restitution of 

gerformance In cases of subsequent im$ossibility of performance j. ?r3cticd. needc 

of the international trade probably give reasons for such a broader concept.ion, 

since othervise the adopted rules might be considerably depreciated. This 

broader conce_otion proved instrumental even in the legal regulation adopted 

by the Czechoslovak Socialist i3epublic irhere not only the reiations cited in 

the International Trade Code are governed by its provisions, but, also other 

legal relations co;nected with them, particularly those resulting f’rox modificatiou 

cr extinction or in vie?: of the nullity of the act chich ;IL% to create them, or 

froa’the voidability of -egal acts causing detriment to the parties tn such 

I . . . 
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relations, or arising in connexion with the guaranteeing such relations and in 

connexion with L;erformance or breach of obligations stated therein (see section 2, 

para. 1 (i) of the International Trade Code). 

48. If the legal regulation Ix3 liuiited only to rules governing prescription 

and time-limits in cases of the contract of sale, or to rights arising in 

connexion with the contract of sale, the determination of the international and 
commercial character of sale of goods would be simplified. The international 

character is probably best erasFed by the subjective criterion, i.e. the critarion 

concerning the parties, whereby it is .ore convenient to take as the oasis their 

domicile (place of business) rather than the principle of nationality (mainly 

with a view to the fact that difficulties often arise while the nationality 

of bodies corForat.e is to be determined). Both the Hague Conventions on Uniform 
Lab’ on the International Sale of Goods and the CzechoslJvak International Trade 

L Ae hr.*e adopted the said principle. However, in the Hague Conventions the 

extent tif this subjective determination is limited, since apart from it, it is 

required that any of the following conditions be fulfilled: 

(a) the subject-matter of sale we the goods which are at time of the 

conclusion of the nontract in the co,urse of carriage, or will be carried from 

the territory of one State to the territory of another; 

(b) legal < .- _ c3nr .:tl;,;,;g the offer and the acceptance have been effected 

in ths territc-3ei; 0.’ 4:. .‘erent S: IL; 3; 

(c) the dell -ry of the -&z&i is to be made in the territory of a State 

other than that within whose ,erritory the acts constituting the offer and the 
acceptance have been e;.fected. 

49. The determination of this notion of international sale resulted from long- 

lasting discussions, and it must be admitted that it has been very Well thought 

out. The advantage of said notion i. Q as well the fact that at the same time the 

most typical cases of the international nor.0cccmercial relations are thereby 
indirectly excluded, as r.g, the purchase of articles in a foreign country by a 
tourist l It is however, necessary to examine at the same time whether this 
regulation excludes all other non-courercial relations, :.:hether the subject-matter 
of regulation to this extent wculd not be very limited in scme respect,s, and 

*..hether the fixed criteria are mambiguous to such extent thrt no rc~;n !;ill be 

left for a do&< as for ti?e limits of application of the adopted rules. 
I*.. 
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50. It should be stressed that case6 may occur ii1 the practice where the 

conditions mentioned under (a) to (c) will be met, although the commercial 
relation0 will not be involved, if e.g. a tourist huys certain article6 for his 
personal needs and these articles will nave to be carried to his cduntry. Also 

doubts may arise whether different trades are not to fall under the uniform 
rules, in spite of their not having met any ccndition stated under (a) to (c). It 
is, e.g. the sale of goods where the payment Ls to be effecte:: on the international 
scale which may give rise to a series of questions which are not settled in 
the domestic legislation, and whose solution would be instrumental within the 
framework of the prepared rules. 
51. It is even the interpretation of the wording of article 1, para. 1 of the 
Hague Uniform Laws which may cai18e certain difficulties. So, e.g. the condition 
that the international carriage of goods will be effected may give rise to 
certain doubts at the tine of the conclusion of the contract, whether actually 
such carriage will be effected , or on the contrary whether all parties are aware 
that such’carriage is to be effected. As for the condition mentioned under (c) a 
doubt may arise in respect of the law under which the place of delivery is to 
be considered, in such case6 where this place is not fixed in the contract and must 
be derived from the law (ex lege ) . 

52. The Czechoslovak International Trade Code determines the subject-matter 
of its regulation with a view to the applicability of the other Czechoslovak codes 
which govern the pr0priete.f relations , and is adapted to the domestic character 
of this Code, and consequently its method cannot be applied for the international 
(interstate) regulation which is aiuied at the unification. h%ile deteruiining 
the subject-netter of the rules of the Czechoslovak Internationai Trade Code, 
the Czechoslovak lax solves similar problems in 3uck a nianner that the knowledge 
of the parties of the aim of the arising legal relation, no matter whether 
the kno%ledge objectively presumable by the law or actual knowledge, is 
accentuated, regardless of that whether or not this ah will actually be attained 
at a later time. 
53. It wouid be Forth while to examine whether the subjective criterion might 
be put to&ether, i.e. the condition tilat the parties have their domicile or 

place of business (whose legal interpretation may cwse difficulties) in the 

/ . . . 
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~cn9.tor’Je~ of dilfcrcnt States, with c ccrtcin objective criterion. As the 

basis might, O.& bc taken the objective dotcrmiriation of the commercial 

charrwe~ which is applied by the French law to the contract of sale and to 

adapL the ~amc to the royuircwnt oi’ needs of tl:c maximum le(i;cl certainty in 

the international trade, and to enlarge its application to cases k’hich we 

closely linked t.0 i;hc c01hw2t of sule. It is csscntial in the practice that 

a party to a contract be sure of the time of duration and course of terms of 
prescription just at the tiw vhen the legcl relation arises, i.e. at the time 

of the concl~ion of tl:c ccntrcct, as well as of instances uhere the contract 

becomes void or l!hcrc its validity is extin(grished, or :qhere its breach is 

ccuitted. 

54. In considel*ation of all that the rights ,* arising from the intesnationsl 

sale of goods might, in rou@i features, be defined as rights arising from 

the conclusion, breach or invalidity (both the initial and subsequent invalidity) 

of tte contract of sale concluded beizeen the pcrties having their domicile 

(place of business) in the territory of the saze State, if they were or must 

have been awre at the tilce of t:e conclusion of the contract, that the purchased 
gOCds a.re destined for further sale or for other business forms exercised by 

the buyer (e.g. for the equipment 01 his mwufacturing work and the, like), 

55. In this connexion eve;1 the determination of the notion of a contract of 

sale in relation to similar types of coctracts, which will be excluded from the 

regulation, vill be necessary. Especially ccmplicated groblems arise in this 

connexion in cases of contracts, under the tezws whereof the goods are first to 

be manufactured. The demarcation between a contract of sale, on the one hand, 
ti the other typs of contracts (ir. particular the contract for work), on the 

other hand is often disputable. Under tlz provisions of article 6 of the Hague 

Uniform Lax are considered to be sales contracts fur the supply of the go&s 

to be manufactured or prcduced, unless the party who orders the goods undertakes 
to supply an essential or substantial part of materials necessary for such 

csnufacture or producti on. Since a disputable demarcation may exist bei;veen 

t.Pe essential znd non-essential pert of such materials, the Czechoslovak 

Internetionsl Trade C&e !-IF?S rdcpted t:-.e principle cccording to :rhich A.so a 
contract .;hose subject-Tatter are the g.ccds ::hic% are to be 2anufacture2 or prcduced 
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i.~ deoufid to be a contract of sale, if the things intended for proceasing in 

the course of production of such goods are to be procured by the seller (see 

section 277 of the International Trade Cede). 

~6. Similar deuiarcation of a contrcct of sale is ac well mbodiod in the draft 

cohventioh conccrniw prescription which has been elaborated by professor Trami?er . 

Thus, in co~~lparison vi&h the Hague Uniicm Law the notion of the contract of scle 

is no3’r’oiler, but it scelI;s that this tendency of lititetion io justified by the 

fact thot the duty of the orderl.ng party to supply things for procmsing considerably 

mdifies the position OS the parties in ccwporison with the pccition of the seller 

arxl ‘;uyer who is free of this duty. In councxion with regulation of matters 

ccl:cerning prescripti. it wcuIj. be rather instrumntal to further the extent of 

rcGclotio1~ even to all other contracts under the terms whereof the gccds are first 

to be muiufactured or prcduced, since ip the sphere of prescription or time-limits, 

these ccntrectc need not be differentiated frclp the contracts Ll;der the terms 
whereof Qle gocds which have been prcduced nre already sold. This ‘orond conceptjon 

fcXzXi e.g. its expression in the draft convention concernirg prescription rhich uas 
eleoorated in 1961 ::it'nin the frauuork of the Council for Mutual Econouiic Aid 

(see article 1 of said draft). 

V. 

LEGAL CHARACTER OF PRESXIPTION AND TIkii-LIFJTS 

57. In principie the rules on prescription which are contained in al.I legal 

systems are of mandatory nature, but the rate OS this cogency of these rules 

is not the sa= in al.l casts. L/ . 

(i) Soviet la:; : Article 18 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federal. 

Soviet Socialist Republic absolutely prohibits such contractual agreement where 

the term of prescription or the uamer of its counting would be mcdified. The 

deciding tribunal. (tour; of lar or arbitrators) may however grant the 

r/ In the further part of this treatise regard will be paid primariIy to the 
provisions of the French, Soviet, Gemen md Rnglish la%, z;hich 1~::s represent 
tke uiain legal spheres of tile Mould, as :relI as to the Czechoslovak law, :-hich 
iS the Ctily 1% :.bich contains special. dmestic rules on pqwztm-y relations 
Ln tlle international trade. 

j... 
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euforceabillty even in cases where such right is involved in respect waereof, 
due to important reasons the term of prescription has been missed (see article 8’1, 

par-a. 2 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federal Soviet Socialist Republic), 
(il) Geman law: Under t& provisions of the German law the terms of 

prescription cannot be lengthened by an agreement of the parties, but they can 
be shortened (see section 225 of Civil Code). On these grounds neither an 
agreement of the parties, according.to which the commencement of the term of 

prescription could be postponed at a later time than provided for by the law, 
is ELL0wed. 

(iii) French law: In the sphere of the French law there‘ were no uniform 
opinions in respect of possibility of a contractual regulation of prescription. 
Under article ‘2220 of the Civil Ccds it is impossible to abandon in advance the 
righ? of prescription. It has been deduced from the said provision that under 
the conditions of a contract neither t;le commencement of the period of 
prescription can be postponed contrary to the provisions of law, and as it 
follows from the judicature any agreement of the rsrties concerning the 
lengthenirg of the term of prescription has been considered as void, howsver 
the shortening has been admitted in the judicature (subject to some exception 
as e.g., in casts of insurance contracts). 

(iv) Rnnalish law: Under the provisions of the English law any agreement 
by virtue of which the debtor abandons in advance ME right to object the 
prescription is void; however, when the prescription takes place the debtor is 
free to waive vs.lidIy his right to object to the prescription. 

(v) Czechoslovek law: Under the provisions of the Czechoslovak law there ’ 
Is far more freedom in ciii,ters of the prescription for tine sphere of the 
international trade. The parties are free to agree upon in writing longer 
or shorter terms of prescription than those which are provided for by the law; 
however they are not free to waive in advance their right to object to the 
prescription, and the whole duration of the period of prescription agreed upon 
together with that which is provided for by the law (statutory period of 
prescription) must not exceed the pericd of fifteen years (see section 88 of the 
International Trade &de). V!ithin this fraaer:ork even the lengthening of the 
period of prescription is allo-ied; it is even alloyed to abandon the period of 
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prescription already elapsed (8 new course of the period of preocription takes 
place as well if the debt has been ackno\:ledged in writing). 

(vi) It is as vcll the draft elaborated in 1961 within the frameuork of 
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance where the agreement on a shorter 
or longer term of prescription is allowed than that l:hich is provided for therein; 
but also in this case the wrii;‘;cn form is required (see s.rticle 9 of soid draft). 
Similar regulation is as well suggested in the draft of professor Trmr (See 
article 9 of 1i-l~ draft). Articie 102 of the gouert?l conditions of the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance does not allow the parties to agree upon the term of 
prescription other than provided for under said general conditions. 
58. The rules of said laws indicated by exemplification result in certain com&on 
features; symptomatic of these common features is b certain limitation of the 
autonow of contract betideon the parties in the interest of legal certeinty. On 
the other hand, the terms concerning tiue-limits shod a very heterogeneous 
regulation. Some legal systems admit not only the shortening and lengtb&ning 
of time-limits under the terms of the contrect (e.g. in case of responsibility 
for defects Lzon-conformit of the goods), end moreover, the parties are free 
to exclude time-limits under their contract. However, even the rights which 
cs.n be subject to time-limits, cre in this case governed by the provisions 
regulating the prescription so that unless the right has become extinct through 
the lapse of a shorter time-limit, it shall nevertheless be prescribed after 
the lapse of time fixed for the prescription. Sevesnl legal systems do not allow 
any contra.ctm.1 deviation from the rules governing time-limits. 
59. It is symptomatic of the law governing international trade that a much broader 
autonoaiv of contract is applied in comfiarison with the law governing domestic 
relations. However, it is evidently in the interest of legal certainty why 
the parties cannot be free to exclude the prescription under their contracts or 

to lengthen its tims of duration for a very long time (which prcictically would 
bring about the sams effects), 

60. As it is proven by the practice of many States the ag;‘eementa on shorter 
terms of prescription do not cau6e eny difficulties, since the ueterioration of 
the debtor’s position is no-t there;-y caused. Cn the contrary, the character sf 
different duties which are embodied in the contracts connected :lith the 
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international trade, raquires that &ny disputes concerning these duties be settled 

as speedily as possible. This result may be obtained by tine shortening of the 

contractunl term5 of grc5criptiont 

61. The possibility to agree upon the lengthening of the tiue of duration of 

prascription will probably be dependent on the duration of the general, statutory 

term of psescription. In so for as these terms are shorter (which is symptomatic 

of cosVmercisl relation5 in compnrison to civii relations) it wculd be worth while 

to admit thi possibility of lengthening of terms of prescription, but witinin 

6 certain limit only, so that the maximum whole of tiue of duration of prescription 

would be the total of the statutory term and tie term agreed upon. The prepared 

rules ought to facilitate the parties to lengthen the terms of prescription just 

at the time of the conclusion of the contract in al.1 cases where the character 

of the contracted duties will so require; apart from that, t!lc parties ought to 

be free to lengthen the terms of prescription even at a later time, if they iniend 

to settle the arisen dispute in 5x1 smicable 'zmnner , ad if at t'he same time the 

claim is threatened by the prescription. Where the parties axe not free to 

lengthen under their contract the terms of prescription, the entitled person will 

be, as a rule, cXiged to file, prior to the expiration of the pericd of 

prescription - so as to preserve the right to claim his right - the ection, in 

order to bring about the interruption of the period of prescription. However) 

unnecessary judicial fees are thereby connected end also an amicable settlement 
of disputes is thereby made more difficult. Severe1 facts which other;;ise 

actually have the effect of lengthening of the terms of prescription, 5s e.g. the 

interruption of the term of prescription, are as a rule corrected with further 

consequences qhich are in disfavour of the debtor (as e.g. in the case of 

acknowledgement of debt the existence of the ;*ight is presumed), or the time of 

duration of prescription is lengthened over hrd above the limit acceptable for 

the debtor (as in the case of abandonment of the period of prescription which has 

elxady elapsed). 

VI. 

EFFECTS OF PRESCHIPI'IC% AID TIME-LINITS 

62. As it elready has been n.enC.:oned above the difference in notions concerning 

prescription and time-limits consists primarily of the lecsl effects r:hlch er: 
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thereuitn conncctccl. In the case of time-limit the right becomes extinct, 
vhcrcas in the case of prescription the possibility of claiming the right is 
excluclcd. Thus, the effects of time-limits result in 0 more ponderous 
interference with the position of a creditor. Therefore, the provisions of legal 
systems governing the time-limits are first of all aimed ct moving the creditor 
to effect certain duties (as e.g. to perform certain legal acts) or to claim his 
right in dile time. Tne aim of the time-limits is to prevent the deterioration 
of the debtor’s position (mainly owing to difficulties connected with the 
ascertainment of the actual state of things, which is decisive for the 
consideration of the legal position of the parties). The most symptomatic case 
of the time-limit, as tiopted by the majority of legal systems, is the loss of 
the buyer’s right to complain about the defects of the goods (non-conformity), 
naturally in such case \<nere he failed tc nctify regarsdir& the defects 
(non-conformity) in due time. The provisions .concerning time-limits are aimed 
at moving the buyer to inspect the goods in due time and at preventing him from 

transferring to the seller the econolnic consequences resulting from damage to 
or destruction of the goods which had occurred already at the time when the risks 
have passed on to the buyer. The time-limits are similarly applied in cases 
of other legal reIatic.ns, k-here siioilar risks tnreaten (e.g. as a sanction for 
failure to notify in due time the damage suffered by the insured things). 
63. In Erinciple the extinction of a limited claim ueana that the law grants 

the debtor protection, even contrary to his rsill, and dces .ot enable him to 
fuUi.1 his duty which has become extinct as a result of the time-limit, since 
othervise a non-existing debt would be settled, which constitutes the rightto 
the restitution of yrformarse . 

/ . . . 

6b. Further effect of extinction of a limited right consists of that the 
creditor can use neither the legal means securing the performance of the limited 
duty (e.g. rights arising from suretyship, banking guarantees, mortgage, and the 
iibe!, which as a rule become extinct as a result of the so-called acceseority 
together with the extinction of the secured right, at the latest. Be&lee, 
in c&se6 of time-limits no regard is as a rule paid to the impediments vhich 
prevent the entitled person from claiming his right or from his effecting the 
fixed leGEd. act. 



65. The strict effects of the time-limits and the determination of their 

conditions are clcsely linked to the rule& of the substantive law whose pari 

t&y are, mainly to the disadvantagecus zffects, which in the ca6e of 

non-cerform&nce of duties constituting the time-limit, affect the debtor. Thus, 

a basic question arises which should be dealt with by the Commission, viz. whethe 

it is instrumental to regulate the tiue-limits in a general manner without taking 

into account their connexion with the regulation of rights and duties of the parties 
to the contract, and whether it would not be more useful to leave the regulation 

of said terms for the inclividual types of contracts. So, e ,g. the term within 

which the defects of the 6OOdS (non-conformity) are to be colpplained, and the 

effects of non-performance of this tiuty are re@.dated in article 39 of the Uniform 

Law on Interriational Sale of Goods, since they are an integral part of the 

com;)laints examining procedure. With a view to the diversity of cases where the 

legal systems apply the tin;e-limits ard to the teed of differentiated rules, 

it wiLl be very diffic#ult to unify the provisions governing time-limits, unless 

at the saEe time the provisions governing legal acts wherewith the time-limits 

are connected, are as well *unified. 

66. Apart from that, even a funciamental question arises, i.e. whether the 
institution of time-limit6 is at all appropriate for the legal regulation of the 

international trade whose symptomatic feature is a very broad autonomy of contract 

and formal and legal equality of the parties. Therefore , i-L is why in this sphere 

the prescription better complies with interests of the parties rather than 

time-limits. The following reasons s&ealr in favour of this opinion: 

67. (a) ~hrou& tke exticcticn cf rights of a:>y of the Forties the principle . 
of equivalerse and reciprocity of rights and Z.uties of the perties is infringed, 

sL?ICe one of the parties is thereby enriched and the other damaged. 
68. (b) The terns of tir:e-liuits considerably restrict the outonccous will of 

the parties, since they do not enable the debtor to consider whether or not he 

intends to fulfil his duty, evendter the expiration of the given term, or whether 

or not he intends to raise the objection to the claim of the other party. If 

the principle of extinction of right be strictly observed the other paXty WOtiLd 
not be allowed to ueet the requireKen+. of his parther, nor in such event VJhere 

the misusing or” his right is rot invdved, and where no room is left for a doubt 
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as to the existence of such right (e.g. a belated notification of defects of the 
goods, which apparently have been caused in the course of the manufacture, and 

the like). 
c 

I I 69. Consequently, it would be worthwhile that, while the individual types of 
, ,.a ! i i” contracts will be regulated:, the Commission might consider, whe”ther the non- 
. observance of terms should necessarily be connected with the very extinction 

of the respective right, It will be sufficient in the overwhelming ma,jority of 
cases if the debtor is granted protection against claiming the rights after the 
lapse of the fixed term and it will be left at his discretion to take or not to 
take the advantage of such protection. Therefore, it uouJ.6 be more instrumental 
to substitute time limits by the prescription always where it is possible, and 
in such events where the Commissicn arrives at the conclusion that time limits 
are necessary, to regulate the same within the framework of provisions to be 

a&opted in connection with the rules on the individual types of contracts. 

70. Xor the effects of prescription are regulated in all legal systems in the 

same manner. After the prescription took place, it is as a rule iDQOSSibk? to 
claim the prescribed right in the court of law (or before arbitrators) if the 

obliged party invokes the prescription. Thus, it is entirely at his discretion 
whether or not he intends to take advantage of his protection, i.e. to object 
prescription. Some laws, connect however, the prescription with an absolute 
impossibility to claim the right in the court of law (or before arbitrators), so 
that the court shall take into account the prescription on his own Initiative 

.h 

(ex officio) even if the respondent does not invoke the prescription. As example 
of such regulation may serve the Soviet Law (see Article 82 of the Civil Code of 
the Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic). 

. 
71. If the court of law takes into account the prescription ex officio, it will 
be tiposslble to obtain the ad$.&ication of the prescribed right, nor in such 
case where the respondent had no lnte&ion to invoke the prescription, Fw.n in 
such cases where the respondent is interested that the real state of things be 
ascertained, the court may facilitate its tasks in such a manner that it may 
motivate the reJection of the action on the basis of prescription. Contiequently, 
aven the draft elaborated in 1961 by the Council for the ihtud Econmic 

Assistance states that the prescription shall be taken irk.0 corsideration in such 

/ . . . 
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case only where the debtor has - in the course of Jaaiclal or arbitration 
proceedings - referreti to the prescription (see&tide 7 of said draft). 
Article 95 of the new General Corditinns of the Council for the blutual Econcmic 
Assistar.ce provides as well that prescription shall be taken into consideration 
only if the debtor claims so. 

72. A veti important question which appears in the practice is whether the 
prescribed debt may be us& for set-off. In this connexion it will be nezessory 
to consider first of all whether the question of possibility of set-off against 
a prdscribed debt may be at all be included in the rules concerning prescription, 

The practical importance of this matter speaks in favour of a positive answer, 
however a certain close connexion of this question with the regulation of the 
unilateral set-off contained in the inciividuai legal systems, represents a 
disaavantage. In the individual legal systems the conditions for set-off are 
regulated in a different manner, ar.d a different conception is first of all 
upheld in the sphere of the Continental Law which qualifies the set-off as an 
institution of t.he substantive lsr *, whereas in the sphere of the Anglo-Saxon 

Law the set-off is considered as an irstitution of the procedural law, 
73+ The major legal systems exclude the possibility Of set-off of a prescribed 

right against a tiebt ‘which has net been prescribed (so it is as well in the 
draft of professor Truer - Article 2 in fine). However, it will- be necessary 
to consider whether it would be in keeping with the needs of the international 
trade to exclude absolutely such possibility, i.e. that a prescribed debt may be 
u6ed as a defence against another debt ;jnich has not been Frescribed. It must 
be taken into consideration that the position of the entitled party who clatis 
his right In a foreign country is more difficult, and further it is as well the 

need that the international cOmmercia1 relations be deprived of all unnecesqerf 
formalities, which in this connexion is impOrtant. Suuetimes, the formal 
declaration in respect of set-off of the mutual debts, which declaration is under 

the provisions of s0me laws condition for set-off, does not take place. 

74. While appreciating these problems the Czechoslovsk International Tracie Code 
stated in Section 266 that debts which cannot be claimed in courts are not 

susceptible 3f being unilaterally set off (which me&s also the prescribed 
debts), but there is RO bar for set-off if the debt cannot thus be claimed for 
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reasons if prescription which came into effect only after the debts ha8 becoza 
susceptible of being set off. Thus, it is possible to use for unilatercil set-off a 
prescribed debt against a debt which has ;lot been prescribed, if in the :>ast 
such set-off has been possible (e.g. in case where at the time of rife of t&s 

asserted c1air-J tine counter-claim has not yet been prescribed) a& the set-off 
has not been realised only due to the fact that prior to the prescription the 
will to set off the deots had not beer. manii’ested. 

VII. 

BEGINNIKG OF TEZS OF PRESCRiFTION 

75. As a rule the iogal systems connect tha beginning of Ixescription with the 
moffient when “actio est natal’, even although the different rules express it by 
different expressions, In cases of debts this moment is as a rule idcatical ?zith 
the date on which the debt falls due (upon its maturity). 

76. In the comprehension of the principle of prescription there is a basic 
difference between the sphere of the Anglo-American Law where the prescription 
directly affects the possibility to file the action any the sphere of the 
Continental Law where the prescription affects Directly the right. But even 

within the sphere of the Continental Law there exist certain dtiferences in 
theoretical comprehending of the prescription. Under German Law the subject 
matter of i.‘rescription is a legal claim which is put between the very proc&aal. 
right of action ancl the subjective, substantive law. Urier the provisions of 
the Soviet Law the prescription is construed as the prescription of an actionable 

substantive right which by reason of its character is placed between the formal 
right of action and the subjective, substantive right. In France such opinions 
exist according to which the prescription is cons!dered as the extinction of the 

right of action, 
77. However, these theoretical differences cannot in principle - constitute for 
the unification of rules on prescription and fixing its terms such obstacles which 
could not be overcome. Since there are in principle concordant opinions, i.e. 
that the prescription only affects the claimability of rights, the subject matter 
of prescription may be 01~2~ such rights which can be claimed (however with a 

/ . . . 
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certain limitation which mainly concerns the very personal rights which are not 
suscept;lble of being _nresc;.ibed), so that the grescriytion canrHct in principle 
affect the rights which can be exdrcised, depending on their nature, even 
without the co-operation of courts (however, such rights may be subject matter of 
time &At), as.e.g. the right to withdraw frcm the contract, unless such rights 
must be claired by an a;tion. 

70. (i) Under the provisions of the Czechoslovak Law the term of prescription 
begins to run frcm the daatc on which the claim may be asserted in the court 

. (see Secticn '18 of the International Trade Cc&). If a claim resulting from 
contracts is involved the term of prescription begins to run frcm the day on which 
the obligation iuC to be fulfilled. If the obligation provides for performance 
by instalments the'banns of prescription begin to run independently for each 
partial performance. When the whole obligation falls due because of the failure 

to perform one of the instalment?, the term of prescription runs from the date 
of maturity of the instalment which ht.s not been performed [see Section 79 of the 
International Trade Code), The term of prescription concerning claims for 
compensation of damages (the three years term) begins to run as of the day on 

.dhich the ieured person learned or could have learnt of the whole damage and of 

the person obliged to provide compensation, the te:rm of prescription shall, 
hodever, end not later than after the expiration of-the longer term (i.e. ten 
ye,us term) running from the day on wnich the event causing the damage had occurred 
(see Section 83 of the 'AcrneAonal Trade Code). 

(ii) Under the provisions of the Frer,ch Law the term of prescription is 
counted from the time when the righb is claimable; in cases of rights arising 
f'rca the illicit acts the term of prescription begins to run from the time when 
the event causing dsmage bad occurred, 

(iii) The Soviet Law provides (see Art!c:e 83 of the Civjl Code of the 
Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic) that the term of prescription begins 
to r-m frcm the cay on which the right of action has accrued, i.e. frcm the date 
OK? which the entitled person learned or could have learned of the infringement of 
his right. 

' (iv) Under the ?rovisionr; of the Anglo-American I,ew the term of prescription 
begins to run frcm the da1 when the motive for the action has arisen, in cases 

. 
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of claims resulting from illicit acts from the day on which such acts rave 
been ccmmitted, 

(v) The German Law (see Articie 198 of the Civil Code) connects the -. 
commencement of the period of prescription with the rise of the claim, i.e. in 
principle uith the time when the right has become claimable. If' a default is 
involved the commencement of the period is placed at the time when, contrary to 
the duty, the act aimirg at non facere has been made. A speciality of the German 
Law is the provision (see Article 201 of the Civil Code) according to which the 
ccmmencement of prescription 5n the case where a claim of everyday needs (life) 
is concerned, as well as a claim concerning a repeated perforffiance is involved, 
is counted only from the end of the year in which these claims have fallen due. 
The subjective knowledge of the entitled person of the existence of the right is 

important only in cases of claims ii: damages, where on the knowledge of the 
damage occurred the duration or' term of prescription is dependent (the three . 
years or thirty years term of prescription). 
79. Tn principle similar rules exist in other legal systems. It follows from 
this ccmparatlve review that the commencomcnt of the period of prescription is 

to be connected with the beginning of the period when the right ;na$ be claimed 
in the judicial or arbitration proceedings. This regulation is as veil in 
keeping with the basic aim of prescription which has to prevent the entitled 
person from his unnecessary delay in asserting of his claim, so that the 
commencement of the period of prescription is to be counted as of the date.on 

which he firstly was in a position to assert this right. 
80. 4M.e the ccmmencement of the period of prescription is determined the 
objective criterion is in principle taken as basis in majority of cases, and the 
subjective factors are not important (as e.g. whether the entitled person has j 
knowledge of his right, its extent or of person agail& whom he may assert ic). 
Bception of this principle is contained in scme legal systems (e.g. in the 

Czechoslovak and German Laws) in cases of claims in damages, but to a limited 
extent only. The general term is counted frcm the date when he knows of his claim 
in damages (;;hich is decisive i-1 this connexion i.t is on the one hand the extent 

of claim and on the other hand the determination of the injurer), but the longer 
term is counted pAorn the date of the event ?chich causcci the damage, so that in 

: . . . 
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this case also the objective criterion is taken as the basis. This special 
regulation is, no doubt, instrumental, since the whole damage need not to occur 
immediately, but it may arise successively, so that if the general provisions 

concerning prescription were applied, the terms of prescription for the 
individual parts of damage would run separately and the successively arising 
claims in damages might be asserted for an *unlimited time. 
81.. Rile determing the commencement of the term of prescription different legal 
systems try to eliminate difficulties in such a manner that the term of prescription 

. is counted only from the end of the calendar year in which the right has become 
claimable, or from the beginning of the next calendar year. The’ advantage of 
such regulation is a more unambiguous counting of terms of prescription in such 
cases where the event establishing the accruing of the claim cannot be fixed 
just by a day, while the disadvantage is the different duration of the term of 
prescription which is dependent on the fact whether it has been possible to claim 
the right already at the beginning or by the end of the calendar year. 
82.. While the commencement of terms of prescription can in the whole be 
determined without difficulties, it is very difficult to determine, in a general 
manner, the beginning of time limits. It should be mentioned that the time 
limit is net only connected with the fact that certain rignt has not been claimed 
in due time, but the right may become extinct even in such cases where the other 
legal acts have not been done in due time by the entitled, person (e.g. the notice 
to the seller concerning the delivered goods, notification of the insured event 

’ to the insurance company and the like). 
83. Should the prepared rules concern the rights arising frcm the international 
sale of goods within a broader conception, then the rules on prescription (time 

limits) would comprise the following rights: 
84. !a) Ike right to the delivery of goods: the tern of prescription 
ought to run from the date fixed for delivery, which may be fixed either directly 
in the contract or subsidiarily ex lege. If the term of delivery is fixed by a 
definite period the term of prescription ought to run frcm the end of this period, 
with exception of cases where the buyer was entitled to fix within the frerrievork 
of such pericd the definite tern OS delivery (the so-called delivery on call). 

/ , . . . 
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In such cases the term of presoription would run from the date of delivery which 

has been concretized in this manner. As for deliveries by instalments, the term 

of prescription ought probably to bc counted separately for each instalment, since 

a considerable space of time may elapse between the individual i.nstalmenLn. 

95. (b) Claims arising from defects of the goods (legal as well as actual 

defects); some legR1 systems provide in this connexion for terms of prescription, 

whereas the others take as he basis the tims-1imi.t~. 

86. The time-1imi.r; is first of all connected with the fact that the buyer 

failed to notify in due time the defects of the goods. The commencement of the 

time-litit is closely linked to the provision- 9 concerning the complaints examining 

procedure, in particular to the determination, of the buyer’s duty to notify the 

defects of the goods within a certain time. In so faz as in connexion with the 

rules govercing the international contract of S2le the extinction of claims should 

be linked to the breach of the duty to notify in diie time tha defects of the goods 
(see Article 33 of The Hague ‘Uniform Law on International Sale of Goods), it : 

would be convenient - based on the above grounds - that the prov!.sions governing 

time-limits be excluded from the prepared uniform rules and that the time-11mits, 

be regulated as part of the provisions governing the complaints eramining 

procedure, within the framework of Convention C, ‘c Internntional Sale of Goods. 

So far the said grounds which speak in favour of adoption of terms of prescription 

rather than of the time-liuits would be taken into consideration, the effects of 

breach of dutios to notify the defects of the goods within the fixed time might 

be included in the prepared rules. In this case the term of prescription ought 

probably be counted from the day on which (under the provisions of the unified OS 

applicable law) -the handing over of the goods has been effected, or in the case 

where the carriage of goods has been secured by the seller, from the day on which 

the goods have arrived at the place of destination. 

87. (c) Claiming of rights resulting from complaints: various legal systems 

connect different legal effects with the ffailure to claim the rights resulting 

from complaints withS.n a fixed term. Some legal systems uphold the principle 

that the right becomes extinct and the others provide th?t ocly the claicability 

of rJ.giits is extinct. It is the transitory Pharncter between the preskripticc 

---. .- i --- 
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and time-limit which is very symptomatic of this term. So, e.g. it is provided 
vior the rules of the Czechoslovak Law (see Section 313 of the Intenlational 
Trade Code) that If the buyer falls to assert in a court his claim arisen from 

the seller’s liablllty for defective goods within six months running from the 

date on which the notice of defects has been given, tha claim shall no longer 
be enforce&le in courts, unless the seller had known of the defects in the goods 

at the time of their handing over. In fact this term possesses the character of 
prescription, but In some respect it differs from the prescription in this regard 
.that the recognition of obligations resulting from the responsibility for defects 

does. not Influence u&on the cour6e of the term of prescription. This Is aimed at 

preventing the entitled person from his Interpreting the contents of correspondence 

conuected with the execution of the complaint, In which case the seller does not 

. take - as a .rule - owing to ccmmercial reasons negative standpoint in respect of 

the complaint, since he is not In details acquainted with the actual state of 

things lmmedlately after the defects have been notified, as recognition of debts 

and extension of time for lodging the complaint. It i$ quite natural that the 
parties are free to extend this term to the maximum in their contracts, but 

within the framework of the term fixed by the law. 

68. Khile determining the counting of time the Hague Uniform Lax takes as basis 

the date of the notification (camp. Article 49), but its expiration evidently 

br.!ngs about the extinction of the right of complaint. This however is not in 

conformity with the regulation which admits that the rights resulting frcm 

complaint may be set off against the seller’s counterclaim for payment of the 

purchase price even after the expiration of this term. It Is as well professor 

Trammer who takes as the basis, while counting the term, the date on which the 

defects have been notified (see Article 3 of his draft). ’ 

89. The General Conditions of the Council. for the Mutual Economic A66iSttUCe 

(see Article 94, Iare. 2 (8) j state that the term8 of prescription in case8 of 

actions relating to the quality and quantity of the goods are counted from the 

‘day on which the buyer has received the seller’s reply on merits of the complaint, 

or in case -*here such reply has not arrived, from the end of the period within 
which it ought to be sent, i.e. within the term provided for under the contract, 

otherwise within sixty days (in cases of ccmplete plant equipents vlthin ninety 

days) after the date on whicil the ccnpiaint has arrived. This regulation is 
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closely connected with the technic s of complaints, go provided for by the 
General Conditions of .he Council for the Mutual Economic Assistanoe. 
90. While counting the term for filing the action the legal systems very often 
take as the baj1.s the time of delivery. There exist, however even such rules 
which connect the commencement of the term of prescription with discovery of 

defects In the goods (e.g. Articles 1495 and i597 of the Italian Civil Code). 
However, thin solution is disadvantageous, since it Is difficult to ascertain 
when the defects have been discovered. In this regard the time of delivery is more 
CCCUlBt;C , but the shortecing cl’ the tert:~ for filing the action is u disndvsntagc 

jn cases where latent defects have been discovered long time after the handing over 

of the goods had been effected. It seems therefore that the most instrumental is 
the solution which has been adopted in the Hague Uniform Laws and in the 
Czechoslovak International Trade Code, i.e. to take as the basis the date on which 
the defects have been notified. However, the condition for such regulation is. 
that the time limits for or pr;oscription of claim6 resultir?? from complaints be 
fixed for such events where the defects of the goods have riot been notified within 

the fixed time (otherwise the term fixed for the assertion of claims would be 
prolonged, or such term would not begin to run). 

91. The term fixed for filing the action for claims resulting from complaint6 to 
the goods - as contained in different legal systems - Is not of the same 
character. However, it is as a rule admitted that these claims may be set off 

even after the termination of the period within which the action is to be filed, 
against the seller’s counter-claim in payment of the purchase price for’the 
defective goods, no matter whether the same or other goods. Viewed from the 

practical point this regulation is very instrumental, and as for its application 
it is essential to preserve the right resulting from the defects of the goods, 
at least in the natural form, since it is illogical to facilitate the set-off 

against a right which does not exist. 
92. It will be necessary that the tenne for assertion of claims resulting ’ 
from complaints be co-ordinated t!ith the rules governing the contract of 
international sale of goods, and mainly with the principles which will be adopted 

therein in respect of discovery and notice of the defects of the goods. 
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93 I (d) Payment of purchase price: similar problems 03 in the case of 
determination of the zommenccment of terms of prescription connected with the 

delivery of the goods are involved; there is no room left for a doubt that the 

tWlI1 must be counted as of the date on which the purchase arice has fallen due, 

which terti vi.11 in normal cases follow from the respective contract, and in 

exceptional cases from the law which is applicable. 
94. (e) JZr,mages: in connexion with the international contract of sale the 
obl.i.@ion to comrfinsate damages may arise from: 

(1) Ereach of the contractual duties stipulated either directly in the 

* con-tract or resulting from the statutory rules of the law applicable to the 

relations between the parties. 

.  

I  ,  

(2) Initial ‘invalidity of the contract of sale (e.g. due to the lack of 

~MAo19.ty to make leGa1 act, due to the breach of foreign currency or licence 
regulations etc .) . 

(3) Subsequent extinction of the contract dce to the impossibility of 

performance. 

95* ‘P’ne conditions for the rise of such claim in damages will follow from the 

applicable law or from the contractual agreement. It would be rorth while to 

determine special provisions in the uniform rules according ta which t,he 

commencement of the term of prescription would be counted on the one hand from 

the date on which the event causing damage has occurred (a longer term), and on 

the other hand from the date on which the injured person knew or could have 

known of the extent of the whole damage, as well as of the person who is obliged . 
to give compencation for damages (a shorter term). 

96. (f) .Restitution of performance: it must be considered whether the prepared 
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rules should englobe even tne rules concernin g the prescription of rights to the 

restitution of the effected performance (i.e. the restitution of the already paid 

purchase price or of the delivered goods) in cases where the performance has been 

effected on the basis of an invalid cdntrazt, or on the basis of a contract 

which has become void, without however the counter-performance having been made 

(C.G. in the case of uithdrawal from contract if the performance is impossible 

etc .). Such regulation vould be useful, since it ?sould .increase the 

legal certainty, ’ as tne applicable legal regulation uouid not i;e dependent 
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on the solution of questions connected with conflicts of laws whose solution is 

-often dispuL&le. The term of prescription would be counted from the date in 

which the legal ground for performance has become extinct, or in the case where 

such ground never existed, from the date on which their performance has been 

effected. 

97. (g) Rights guarantsoing the 1,erformance of contract of sale: the rights 

of the buyer or seller are secured in different manner, as e .g, by penalty, 

r;ortgage, surety and the like. Sometimes sgreements concerning such security 

from integral part of the contract of sale (e.g. the penalty), in other cases the 

performance is secured by an independent legal act, mainly if the security is 

given by a person other than any of the parties to the contract of sale, It will 

be necessary to consider to which of the said rights the prepared rules should 

eventually relate, The rights toward third parties should probably be excluded. 
Tne rights resulting from bills of exchange and cheques should as well be excluded. 

from the proposed rules even in such cases where they might concern the guaranteeing 

of duties resulting from the contract of sale. 

VIII, 

TIMi3 OF CURATICN OF TEWS OF PRESCIXPTION 

92. h’hile in the rules of the different legal systems governing the cOnditiOnS 

acd effects of prescription, or time-limits,certain identical features may 6e 

found, it is not so in csses of duration of terms of prescription (time-limits) 
which are stated therein in a very differ’ent manner. These terms lie within the 

space of tirce of several months till several decades (e.g. France, Belgium, 

Eolivia, Brazil, Indonesia and Austria have terms of prescription amolout;ttng to 

thirty years, and Scotland even to forty years). Very long terms of prescription 

do not contribute to the legal cartaihty of the trade and it is why the legal 

systems with very long terms of prescription fix, as a rule, much shorter terms 
rrhich are applicable to the commercial reiations (onlnly in carres where a special 

trade code forms part of the 10:~). The general ter.qs of prescription 

applicable to commercial relations lies in the prevailing majority between two 
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to six years. Apart frcm that, shorter torms are ,flxed for the assertion of 
rights rcsultlng from the defects of the goods, aa longer terms mainly in cases 
oi’ claims (obligations) secured by the rights (e.g. by the mortgage), or 
if a qualified acknoledgement of debts by the obll&ed party, in substance and In 
emount, Is invoivccl. So, Per instance the Czechoslovak International Trade Code 
Provides for general term of prescription smountlng to three years which Is 
lengthened to ten years term if the obliged person has recognized the right of 
the entltlcd person, 3.etermlneii both In Its substance and In amount (see 
Section 94, para. 3 of the Internationsl Trade Code); the right of the mortgagee 
In recovery of the debt secured by the mortgsge Is under the provisions of the 

Czechoslovak Trade Code prescribed within the period of ten years. 

99. Tile mostly applied term of prescription amounting to three years might be an 
appropriate genersl term of prescrlptlon. Such term Is as well suggested by 
professor Trammer (ccmp. Article 2 of his draft) and such term Is also contained 
in the draft of the Council. for the Mutual Econcmic Assistance of 1961 (see 
Article 4 of said draft). On the other hand the newly adopted General Conditions 

of the Council for the i4utual Economic Assistance provide for two years period 
of prescription (see Article 93 of General Ccnditicns). 
1CO. The advantage which Is given by a shorter term of prescription Is a certain 
pressure on the parties to clear up their mutual claims within a shortest time. 
This Is important for proving the claim (by the lapse of time the evidence is 
depreclatcd, in particular the degositlons of witnesses whose memory plays 
important role). Apart from that, It 1s as well because of the legal certainty in 
the International trade, vielied from the Point of consideration of the proprict:.ry 

position of the Psrtles, why the determination of a shorter Pcrlod of prescription 

would be convenient. The effects of the proprietary consequences resulting from 

commercial relations (e.g. damages ) from whose origin a considerable period of 
time has slready elepsed, and whlch.the debtor no longer takes Into account, may 
in a relevent manner exercise Influence on his proprietary position, cause his 

lnsolvoncy, and thus bring e considerable legal uncertainty In the international 
trade. 
101. Cn the other hand, very short terms of prescription ccmpel the parties to 
a speedy as.<:-Lion of their claims in courts (which in the international trade is 
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as a rule more difficult and more expensive than in cases of the internal trade), 
even in such events rrhere there is a hope that the given dispute will be settled 
amicably within a longer period of time. These negative effect6 of shorter terms 
of prescription may however be restricted to a considerable extent so that the 
parties would be free to prolong to a certain extent under their contract the 

tern of prescription, and furthermore by fixing a suitable regulation of cases ’ 
in which the terns of prescription are suspended or interrupted. 
102. Beside the general terms of prescription it will probably be necessary to 
fix for some rights shorter terms which would be applicable mainly to the f’pllowing 
instances: 
103. (a) The terln (of prescription or time-limit) for notification of the 

defects of the goods: on the one hand it will probably be necessary to prevent 
the buyer frcm his fixing a shorter period and from his shifting the consequences 
of damage suffered by the goods which had occurred after the risks have already 
paS6ed onto the buyer, and which are to be borne by the latter, ard on tha ether 
hand regard should be paid to the fact that all defects cannct be discovered just 

at the time when the goods are handed over. In practice difference is made between 
apparent defects (which must be notified within a certain short time after the 
arrival of the goods) and latent defects (which must be notified within a certain 

time after their having been discovered). This term is fixed in a flexible 
manner (e.g. the Hague Uniform Law provides under Article 39 “dans un bref 
d&i” or “promptly”, Section 304 of the Czechoslovak International Trade Code 
“without undue delay” or by a precisely calculated term (e.g. in Brazil fifteen 
clays, Italy eight days, etc.), For the purposes of the international trade it is 
this more flexible manner which probabljr is more instrumental with view to th& 

considerable difference in distances between the place of dispatch and tb,at, of 
destination. 
lC4. However, legal rules provide for a maximum term within which the defects 

must be notified (e.g. Article 39 of the Hague Unifona Law provides for two 
years, Section 304 of the Czechoslovak International Trade Code six monthsi etz.). 
The fixing of such maxinwn term ior the notlficatlon of defects of the goods is 

very instmental, since particularly in cases cf some defects of the gocas 
it is very difficult to o.scertain after the loFEe of a longer time which was the 
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actual condition of the goods at the time of their handing over. It wiil therefore 
be very difficult to fix a uniform term which would be in keeping with needs 

of trade on all kinds of goods. Uhere the subject matter of trade are goods slhich 

are rapidly perishable a shorter Period is more convenient, but on the contrary 
if the subJect matter of trade are another goods (e.g. machinery equipment) a 
longer period ‘is more suitable. Since these longer periods for assertion of 
claims resulting from the defects of the goods are as a rule secured in the form 
of guarantee for the quality of the goods, it would be better to take as basis 
shorter terms and to leave it at the discretion of the parties to agree upon the 
duration of ths terms, with view to the nature of the sold goods. Subsidiarily, 
the uniform rules might provide for a term of one year. 
105. (b) The terai for filing action for assertion of claims resulting frcm 

the deft-66 of goods: Mlereas the observance of the term mentioned sub (aj is 
to protect the oeller against thd damage to the goods which have occurred after 
the risks have passed, this term is aimed at facilitating in the course of the 
Judicial proceedings an easier ascertainment of the actual condition of the 

goods. The means of evidence witnessing the defects of the goods are depreciated 
sooner than in cases of o-r rights, and it is therefore instrumental to fix 
a shorter term for filing the action. The duration of this term must be linked 

up to the term stated under (a) and muA facilitate the seller to make himself 
sure of whether the claim of the buyer is gocds in law or not. In this corm3tion 
regard must be paid to the fact that international econcmical relat!.ons are 

involved, from wbch even in this sphere certain peculiarities follo:f. Article 49 
of the Hague Unifow Law provides in this COnneXiOn for cne year term, which 
however shall not apply to cases where the buyer has been prevented from 

asserting his rig& owing to the fraud ccmmitted by the seller. Section 313 of 
the Czechoslovak International Trade Code provides for six months per: od for 
assertion of rights resulting frcm complaints (i.e. from the defects of the 
gods) and one year term for assertion of claims in demages, suffered as result 
of the defects of the goods, in the courts (before arbitrators) and excludes this 
limitation of time for cases xhere the seller knew the defects of the goods Just 
at the time cf their handing ever (the Czechoslovsk rules are avoiding to use the 
nation of the penal law “fraud” which mi@jlt, dependent on the qualification made 
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by the courts of different States, be construed in various manner); for such 
cases the three years term of prescription is fixed (!!hich otherwise is identical 
with the gernal term of prescription). 
1~6. It will be necessary to consider whether a shorter term, sM.lar as in case6 
of ci..tis resulting from defects of the goods, should not be fixed even for 
cab-6 of damage6 suffered a6 result of the defects 6f the goods (and not by 
non-performance of the contract), where similar problem6 exist as in cases of 
defects of the goods. 

107. Difficulties connected with the determination of terms for filing tine 
action, such which would be in keeping with the needs of trade in all kinds of 
gcods, are sindlar as in cases of terns provided for notification of the defect6 
of the goods. The contracting parties ought to be free to fix in their contract6 

the duration of this term and with view to the importance of this question, written 
form for such agreement should probably be required. Subsidiarily the tein 
for filing the action should be fixed from six to twelve months, whereby this 
ltiitation should not apply to cases where the seller knew just at the time of 
handing over the defects of the goods, 

Ix. 

SUSPLi%3IOX AND II’?i’EBRUJ?TION OF TEBJ?? 

108. The legal systa6 connect with certain legal facts the suspension and 
interruption of terms of prescription, 

I@. If the suspension is involved the tep of prescription does run for the 
period durin? which the impediment provided for by the l.6,~ exist and after it6 

having ceased to exist the ccurse of the term of prescription will continue to 

run, so that even the time elapsed before the rise of the impediment is therein 
included. If the impediment exists at the time when otherwise the te.nn of 

prescription would begin to run, the ccmmencement of the term of prescription 

shall be postpor.ed until the time when the Impediment had ceased to exist. 
113. If the interr:lption is involved the heretofore elapsed time of prescription 
becomes extinct, and after t.he impediment has ceased to exist, or after the 
event pro.Cde5 for by the law has occurred, a nf% tenor of prescription begins to 
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run, 60 that the already elapsed period becomes extinct. The new term of 
prescriptio? may, as to its duration, be the same as, the precedirg one, but in 

certain COG& even longer ter-is are provided for by the different laws. 

(a) Sueucnsion --- 

111. (i) Urder the provisions of the Soviet Law the suspension is mainly 
cazucd by vis major and by moratorium granted and declared by the respective 

agencies for the performance of obligations (see Article 85 of tho Civil Code 

of t!re lidssian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic). However, these impediments 

must occur’ in the course of the last six months of the period of prescription. 

The tam is lengthened by six months, running from the day on c;hich the impediment 
has ceased to exist, but at the maximum by the time of duration of the pericd 

of prescription, if the s9me is shorter, 

(ii) German Law individually eaumerates the grounds for the suspension 
(see Sections 202 to 207 of the Civi! Cod?). The ground fo suspension is 

.W-imarily the fact thati mora:orium has Seen .~~te:,, or that ite obliged party 
is entitled tc refuse to perform for a certa:n :zric:- & time. Fur trier , the 

suspnnslon takes place if the right cannot be exerciJ:?t ouirg to the suspe: sion 

of activities of the respective court, or owing to vis major, but only in such 
cases where such impediments be&P? to exist in i;hc course of the last six 

nonths of the peripd of prescription. The prescription shall continue against a 

person who dqes not possess tne capacity to make legal acts: even in such CESES 
wire1 1’ wP.zil pzCJO:l hss not a statutory representative, however In this case the 

prescr’ption may be terminated anly after the lapse of six months running frcm 

the date on which the incapable person again acquired his cepacity to make legal 

Brts, or where a statvt?y rcprerentative has been appointed for him, 

4 (iii) Under the r’rench Law there is a series of grounds for the suspension 

of orescription, and in particular the old principle has been applied, i.e. that 

“the prescription shall not run againsta person who does not possess the capac’.ty 

to mahe legal acts. Under the provisions of Article f,j2 of the Civil Cede the 

sueye?ion of prescription is excluued for cases of shorter terms concerning the 

clsims resu.l-.ing frcm the everyday life u!lere after the ‘lapse of a certain period. 

of tke it is presumed that payment has been effected, unless this has been 
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refuted by an oath. By virtue of the Article 2257 of the Civil Code it is 
provided that in cases of obligations which are conditional or provided with time 

clause, the tei of prescription shall begin to run only after the fulfilment of 
the condition or after the lapse of time. In the practice further different 
grounds for suspension have been adopted, as e.g. the lack of knowledge of the 

creditor, for which he is not guilty, of the existence of claims, impediments 
qualified as vis major, and the like. 

(iv) Under the provisions of the English Law, it is mainly the incapacity 
to make legal acts which is considered to be the ground for the suspension 

(see Article 22 of the Limitation Act of 1939). 

(v) Under the ,provision of Section 91 of the Czechoslovak International 
Trade Code is not included in the term of prescription the time during which the 
entitled person could not assert his claim in court (before arbitrators) or 

continue in recovering his claim for impediments supervening on the part of the 
obliged party, or such which could not be prevented by the entitled person. 

(vi) Under Article 98 of the new General Conditions of the Council for 
the Mutual Economic Assistance the course of term of prescription is suspended, 
if the filing of the action was hindered by the event having the character of 
vis major which has occurred or exercised its influence in the course of the term 
of prescription, The time during which the course of the term of prescription 

was suspended shall not be included in the term of prescription. 
(vii) According to the draft of professor Trsmmer the running of the time 

period in respect of the cl&m pursued shall be suspended if and while the 
action is properly pursued (see Article 5 of his draft). It is similarly provided 

for in Article 6 of the draft elaborated in 1961 by the Council for the Mutual 
Economic Assistance that the running of time period of prescription shall be 
suspended if the action has been filed in the court (before arbitrators) in SO 

far as the applicant duly pursues his action. 

112. If the legal rules which are not specially destined for the purposes of the 
international trade are appreciated as a whole, the conclusion can be drawn that 

'many provisions (e.g. suspension of prescription between spouses and between a 

guardian and a ward) are not suitable for the'purposes of the Interational 

/ . . . 
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trade. On the other hand, the ilupediments which are syt@omotic of the 

international trade (e.g,, the interruption of paykient relations between tile 

countries of the creditor and debtor, influence of I;olitical events on the 
~erforu!ance of the international ObligatiOn3) are not in thsse rules reflected. 

113. Further difS’icultles arise in connexion with the cor.Jplicated problems 

concerning the jurisdicticn. In VAny cases an action although filed in due tiue is 

purposeless only due to the fact that the resgective court has pronounced its 

lack of jurisdiction. It is therefore stated under section 92, Faragraph 2 of the 

Czecboslovak International Trade Code that it s.hall be considered as co..tinuance 
of the comn;enced proceedings if the claim has been asserted in the competent court 

within thirty days following the day on which the entitled person was served with 

a Sinal judicial judgeGent stating lack of competence, or on which an arbitrator 

declines to render award on the ground of lack of validity of the arbitration 

agreement. 
114. While stipulating the uniform rules a sufficiently general formulation will 

be necessary so that such forolulation may include heterogeneous impediments 

occurring in the international trade whereby the requirement that the Impediments 

which are in the way for assertion of claiti must be of such nature which the 

entitled person can neither prevent nor overcome, should in principle be taken as the 

basis. 

115. It is necessary to examine whether the suspension shouid be applied in any 

stage of the term of prescription (the disadllntage rests on that there is a 

certain doubt as for the course and termination of the time period of 
prescription), or only at a certain time prior to the tertination of the term of 

prescription (this is in disfavour of the creditor xho is thereby to a certain 
extent darraged) . 

116. It should finally be ad well considered whether the suspension may be applied 

for an unlimited period of time, or whether it should not be admitted, in the 

interest of legal certainty or stabilization, that after the lapse of a sufficiently 

long period of time the prescription ought not to be terminated, even if such 
impedio:er.ts Existed which o;ignt other,Ase give rise to the suspension of 

prescripticn. 
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(b) Interruption oi prescription -e- 

117. The conditions required for the interruption of prescription are as well 

regulate5 in a different manner in the legal systems. 
(i) !Jnder the rules of the French Law the interruptioll takes place Upon 

service of the action and as a result of similar legal acts, e.g., the summons of 

the debtor before the court (citation en justice) or citation to take part on the 

conciliation procedure. The acknowledgement of a debt has as well the effect of 

interrUption of tine time period of prescription, whereby the time of duration of 

prescription .,Aich will run afresh is thirty years. In conformity with the 

French judicature (i.e., the decision of the Court of Appeal in Renne;; of l$C) the 

terms provided for by the Act (Article 2244 of the Civil Code) are stated by 

detailed enlllteration, so that e.g., the reminders or suoylons of the creditor have 

not the effect of interruption. Where shorter terms of prescription are involved 

(as contained in Articles 2271 to 2.273 of the Civil Code) the principle applies that 
interruption may only. be entailed by an express acknowledgement of the debt, but 

not by an ioplied act. If the interruption takes place cn the basis of the 

a~kncuiedgement, there is nc room left for a presuroption that debts concerning 

everyday needs have been paid, and instead of this term the normal, general term 

of prescription sJiil.1 be applied. 

(ii) ‘Under the provisions of the Germar, Law the interruption of prescription 

tattes place if the clcim which is Under prescription has been asserted in courts, cr 

if the acts which are eqUivalzr,t to an action have been effected. It is as well 

the ackncwledgemect made by the deb-Lor which interrupts the prescription, 

whereby this acknowledgement need not be,express; it will, e.g., be sufficient 

the payment of an instaimert, interest or deposition of SeCUrityy. 

(iii) The English Law connects as well the interruption with the 

acknowledgement of debt. Prom the time of the acknowledgement a new term of 

prescription begins to run, even in such cases where at the time of recognition 

the debt has already been prescribed. Apart from the ack.culedgement it is as 

well the partial payment of debt which brings about the interruption. On the 

ctiier hand this effect do-es not take place in the case where the action hes i?en 

filed, but the debtor can no longer object tc the prescription t:hich tooX place 

in the interim, i.e., bel.:.:een the time of filing the action end rendering of t.hc . 

/... 
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judgement. It has been decided expressly that reminders sent to the debtor do 

not exercise any influence u~cn the course of the teroi of prescription. 
(iv) In the sphere cf the international trade there are two grounds for the 

interruption of prescript&x w!lich are known in the Czechoslovak iaw, i.e., judicial 

decision (aqbi.tral award) and the acknowledgement cf the obliged party. If a right 

has been granted in a final judicial judgecnect (or arbitral asrarci), the claim 

based on such right shall become prescribed within ten years from the day on whit h 

the obligation should have been perforo;ed under the respective judgement 

. (see secticn 93 of the International Trade Code). If the obliged party recognizes 

in MY ucy his obllgatior to the entitled party before the expiration of the 

time period of prescription, the period of prescription shall comence to run 

afresh (see section 94 of the Czechoslovak international Trade Code). The payment 

of an instalment or interest or any other conduct of the obliged person :;hich 
indicates that he does not contest his obligation, shall be considered as 

recognition. In the case of a prescribed right, a new term of prescription shali 

run, if the obliged person has recognized his obligation to the creditor in 

writing. If the recognition is made only in respect of a part of a prescribed 

right, the tern of prescription shall run afresh only witi) respect to such part. 

If the obliged person recognizes to the entitled person his right deter;nir.ed as 

to its substance and au;cunt, the term of prescri&tion shall be ten years running 

fron the date on which the gerformnce in accordance with the contents of said 

recognition should have taken place; in cases where this dces not follow frog 

its contents, the ce;l term of prescription shall run as cf the day on which . 
such recognition is cade. If only a part of right is thus recognized, such effects 

shall take place only with respect to the recognized part (see sc-ction 94, 
. 

paragraph 3 cf the Czechoslcvak International Trade Code). 

(v) In the draft of Frofessor Tramer (see Article 4, paragi-aph 2 of his 

draft) the prescription is connected Mith the written acknowledgement, which 

acknowlcdgelr;ent must indicate that the creditor’s claim is well founded both in 

substance and I I I  amount. The new time period snail ru? froa the date of such 

acltt;~;lle~3c!r,e!:t.. besides, Prcfess~)~ Trelrlner recognizes that judicial jlldgeaent 
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(vi) Article 99 of the new General Conditions of the Council for the 

Mutual Assistance states that the running of the time period of prescription is 

interrupted by filing the action and by written acknouledgeuient of debts made 

by the obliged party. If bhe claimant has withdrawn his action, the running of 

the term of prescription is not considered to be interrupted. 
I 118. While comparing tile above-mentioned rdes it may -be seen t&at the legal ~U.es 
I uphold, in the whole, a concordant principle, i.e., that the interruption is 

connected with the acknowledgement of the debtor and with the judicial proceedings. 

!%Jwcver, there are differing provisions as for the form of the acknowledgement, 

and further, whether the Interruption takes already place at the time of the 

opening of the judicial (arbitration) proceedings, or only after the judgement 
I (award) has been rendered. in this second case it is provided for tl-st during 

the time of the judicial proceedings the time period of prescription is suspended. 

Nor is the commencement of the ccurse of a new term of prescription regulated 

in a unifcrm manner. 

119. In the interest of the international trade the prepared rules should be 

cleared of LL?necessary formalities on the one hand, and cn the other hand the 
uniformity of rules shouid however be observed in the interest of the legal 

certainty. 

120. These aims would be met by such rules which would allow the course of a new 

admissible term of prescription cr. the basis of the right which has not been 

prescribed, in any form (even implied by conduct), but in the case of a 
I prescribed right only in a qualified form (e.g., in writing). Tine commencement 

of the running of a neu term, should as for the time period, be linked to the 

possibility of the entitled person to claim the performance of the obligations on 

the basis of facts causing the interruption (i.e., the acknouledgement OS 

decision). 

x. 

PRIXCIPLES SUGGESTED FOR T&Z FUTURE PROCEDURE 

12.1. Cn the basis of the subn:it.ted materials and comments chic h heve been brought 

forward the Com!nissio:l ::ill, no doubt consider xi.ich ;:ould bc the most ccnvenient 
I xay to b.e follcxed :;:,:!.e the mettcrs gcverning the prescripticn and time-limits 
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-in the field of the interrlotiOn21 tr&de vi11 be sGlVed and XgUlateci. Ir. t!lis 

connexlon it will be nc5cessary to consider both the organizaticnal forms of the 

further uor;r and the princlyies which should l-e to!cen as the bssis for the future 

uGrk of the Corri:Lsoion. 

122. The Commission will have to determine the main principles of the prepared 

draft rules on matters relating to prescription and time limits in the field of i!re 

international sale of goods. In this connexion mainly the following ,+estions 

should be solved: 

A. Form of legal regulation 

123. ALTUWATIVE i’io. 1: the form of international contract, vhich wouid regulate 

the international commercial relations between the persons (bodies corporate or 
natural pcrscns) who are subjects of the signatory States, whereby as the basis 

the principie of domicile (seat) or place of business, should be taken into 

cG~:sideration. 

~~LTERNATIVE Bo. 2 : the fort3 of uniform lat: under which the signatosy States 

would assticm the ccntrnctual d&y tc enact the same in their national laws, so 
that they vould thereby substitute - for the gur?ses of the international 

trade - the c, zral provisions governin, n the prescription and time limits, 

contained first of all in their Civil and Trade Code. 

ALlXiiATIVE X0. 5: the form cf model law which , would be rtcocz.ended tc the 

States as model I’or the legislative reguiatioil of their lavs, :gherebi the deviations 

would be wssible. 

~iLTEWiTI\‘E ib. 4: to Join the rules governing the preacripticn and time 

li:rLts together smith rules governing tihe conclusion of contracts ccncerning 
international saie of goods and to determine the rights and obligations zhich 

uculd follow therefrom. (11emark: It follows f’rom the above considerations 

that the ALTERNATIVE ?1lc. 2 ceelns to be the most apyropriate.) 

B. The mnner of regulation and relation to ncrms governing conflicts cf la:-- 
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the courts of the ccntractirig pari;ies wouid alliays apply the uniform reguiations 

6s iex fOri. So far the legal notions should not be determined in the uniform 

regulation, they would as well be qualified in accordal;ce with lex fori. 

Similar principle would a&ply in cases of eventual gaps in the law, for the 

solution -hereof even the principle adopted by the Hague bniform lav could be 

applied, i.e. that the gaps in law should be solved on the basis of principles 

which are as b-e11 based on the uniform rules. 
ALTERNATIVE No. 2 : The uniform rules would contain the norms of the 

substantive 1% Khich shollld also be completed by the norms governing conflicts 

of laws. The function of the norms governing conflicts of lavs would consist 

of: 
(a) &termination of the extent of application of the uniform rules; these 

rules would be applicab-ble in cases where on the basis of the aiform norms 

governing conflicts of la>:s, such legal system would be applicable whose integral 

part the uniZorm rules have becoi;le. Thus, aiso the non-contracting States ;iouid 

have to take into consideration the uniform ruies, if on the basis of their 

norms on the international private la:; the proper iaw for the consideration of 

matters of preSCripti or tin!!-limits would be the lav ci any of the contracting 

States. 
(b) Solution of Iratters connected ;;ith the qualification of notions used 

in the uniform rules *which have not been defined there, and furtiiermcre the 

soiution of anticipatcry +estions and gaps in the law. 

ALTEFJRTMS No. 3 : the I;nifor& rules should only Le limited to the 

unification of norms governing conflicts 0Z laws, on the basis of which the la:< 

of the resFeciive State vould be apgiiccble {tiie uniform rules h-0ula substitute 

oni; the norms governing conflicts of laws of the contracting States, but not 

their Ccrms of the substantive iau), 

(Remark : it folloy4s from the 2recedir.g appreciation that -<he most ccnve:;icnt’ 

wculd L-e the ,GL’IEFJ!ATiVE: Wo . 2, ) 



(a) the right to claim the delivery of the goods, 

(b) the rights resulting from the defects of .the goods (reduction of the 

purchase price and elimination of the defects), 

(c) the right to claim the payment of the purchase price, and 

(d) the right to claim the performance of other duties stipulated under the 

contract of sale (as e.g. hatiding over the technical dccumentaticn, providing 

Sor ttic transport of the sold goods, the duty to have the gocds, the dM,y to have 

the gocds insured and the like). 

AIXElWATIVE Xo. 2 * . Uesides the rights comprised in the alternative Xo. 1, 

the regulation would as well comprise the rights: 
(a) in dausges in case of invalidity (initial or subsequent of the contract 

of sale, and 
(b) in restitution cf the performance granted on the basis of a contract 

which cas from its very beginning or has subsequently become invalid or which has 

been rescinded through ti;e \:ithdrarral from the contract. 

AI;rEru!ATlvs No, 3 : To include as subject matter of regulation also otter 

tyres of contracts uhich are similar to the ccntract of sale (e.g. contract for 

r;ork) or ::hich are, vlexed from the economical point, closely linked to the 

uiatcriniization cf the contract of sale (e.g. contracts of carriage, insurance 

contracts) where there is an ilx3ediate interest that the terms of prescription of 

tize-limits be co-ordinated vith similar terms fixed for the contract cf sale, 

ALTEn!ATIVE No. 4 : To include in the regulation also the rights of third 

Fart&s ;;hO 3re not parties to the contract of intern2tional sale of goods, in 

so far 2s Lhey do thereby exccprionaily acquire direct rights (or assume direct 

duties) resuiting from tk.e breach of duties assurr.ed under the respecttile contract, 

(rie!nurk: the most appropriate vould probabiy be the ALTEPJUTIVE No. 2, 

c;hereby it ought to be considered whether the contract for vork should not be 

Included in the subject matter cf the regulation. The adopticn of ALTERNATIVE 30. 4 

uould conplicote the legal problems of tne uniform rules,) 
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D. LWermination of notions of the international sale ol r;oods which should 
be the sub.+~t matter of the refiulation (in casebLT,RXWCVE No. 4 (a) 
should not be adopted) 

126, AU!ERNATIVE No. i: As for the notion of the international sale of goods 

reference should be made to &i-- I, .L rl;les governing the rights and duLLes resulting 

from such sale or to define it identically with this regulation. 

ALTElRNATIvE No. 2 * . To deiine separately the subject matter of the 

regulation with a view to the serviceability Of i’; to a broader extent (6ee C), 

AI.DZliNAl’iVE No. 2, whereby the following criteria should be taken as the basis: 

I. International c’P2ractsr of Sale of gocds which makes itself felt in t&t 

ALTEiWTIVE (a) : the do:oicile (seat) or place of business of the parties are 

nc in tke territory of the same State: 

AIZLRXATiVE (b) : the warLies are not subjects 02 the same State; and 

ALTERXATIVE (c j : the alternatives (a) and (b) should be completed by the 

further objective factGrS : 

- carriage of .the sold goods (actual or contemplated carriage) tG a 

foreign cP.lntry 

, 

- tile wnner of conclusion of the contract (offer and its acceptance arc 
not effected in the territory of the same State) 

- the place of deliveq of t!;e gotis :rhich is effected in the territory of a 

State -&ere neither of the parties has the domicile (seat) or place of 

business, or in the teriitory Gf the State other than that in waich Lhe 

offer and its acceptarrce have been effected. 

ii. Commercial character of saie: to consider vhethar it vi11 be sufficient 

for the detcrninaticn of the commercia;l character of sale to mention the criteria 

under I., or whether further conditions will be necessary. To appreciate in 

this case the subjective crikerion adopted bj the German La:: (the notion 

businessman) and tk objecti‘le criterion adopted by the French Law under :iilicki 

certain contracts are declared to be trades. 
(Remark: as it follo:;s from the preceding reasoning, it would be most 

convenient to complete the determination of the internc<lonal c&racter Of sale 
I;;, deiernining its commercisi c!:aractcr. in this connexion FL sl:ould be 

ccnsiciered :;hether the subject mst-ter of the prescription 2nd tine-limits ought 

noi; Lo Se limited to righis srising frGli1 the c.oncIus ion, i>rer.ch or invSlidik;- 

f  
G  _ .  .  .  
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(no tiUL;c~r vhcl;hcr initial or subfieguent) of the contract of sale concluded 
bcth733t the IXWC~OS vhose domicile (seat) or places of business are not in the 

terriiciry of the sat!Xt stal;e, if they Ittie:; or must iiave 1uto::n at the date of the 

conclusion of the contracl; tl:al; the t:urclmsed goods are destined for furi;hcr sale 

or for a~~ol;l~tir business Tom or the buyer (e.g. for the equipment of his 

otkerprisc, and the like). J\S contract of sale should be deetred such e contract 

according co which the gocds for n definite price are to be delivered, regardless 

of that whether such go&t exist already ai; the date Oi’ the conclusion of the 

conl;rac?, or :rlteiher the EUC are first to be tianufactured or prcduced, and 

regardless of that who is bound to provide the things necessary .for the 

tLClilui’iXtll~~~. 1 : 

E. Detcrttittation of notions of prescription and time-li!nil;s and the 
application of the sat7.e 

12’1. (1) Dlffercncc of notions in respect of prescription and tiw-limits 

on the one hand and between the other institutions on the other hand: 

ALTEiUATIVE (a ) : to take as the basis the legal efiects resulting from 

prescription and time-limits which do not allO\: t&t the performance of a duty 

be ertforced against the will of Cite obliged perscn (e.g. in case rrhere tite 

prescril~tion has been pleaded) or :rithout his :lill (e.g. ?ihere the court teks 

ragard to prescription ex officio); 

ACI’UN’tTIVti ( b ) : to fix another principle for this distinction. 

(2) Distinction bet’i:een the notions of prescriI%ion and time-limits: 

JU~WT~VE (a) : to fix as the feature of notion “titze-limit” the 

eikinctioti of the right, and in the case of prescription the extinction of the 

wr'c claitiability; 

ALUJ3Xi!IV~ jb) : to fix another feature for notion oi’ such distinction. 

(3) To appreciste advaniages and disadvantages of the tima-limits and 

consider \;hether the same shocld be’ included in the pre;=red rules. 

;tLTEti!WIVE (a ) : ta fix the principle that all termis should in fact possess 

t,l:e ci::trcctcr 01 prescripLic;n, i ,c. even sL:cit Lertcs 1!ilbc;l in dontes-;ic relations 

* 
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ALTElUVATIVE (b ) : to exclude time-limits from the subject matter of 

regulation and leave the same to be made within the framework of unification of 

rights and obligations resulting from the contract of the international. sale of 

gocds (e.g. in connexion with notification of the defects oi gocds and with 

assertion or rights arising therefrom); 

ALTUNATIVE (c ) : to regulate both the prescription and time-limits, and to 

fix to which terms either of said institution relates, which is its time of 

duration, course and effects. 

F. Autonor:ly of contract ih matters of prescription and time-limits 

128. (1) Freedcm of the parties to shorten by their agreement the time of 

duration of prescript ion; 

(2) Freedom of the parties to lengthen the time oi” duration of prescription, 

ALTERNATIVE (a) : not to allow the lengthening of the tine of duration of 

terms of prescription; 

ALTERXATIVF. (b ) : to allok: only the waiver of the already elapsed time 

period of prescription and in other respects to exclude the possibility of 

lengthening; 

ALTDKATIVE (c ) : to enable the parties to lengthen the terms of 

prescription up to a certain whole term, and to waive the already elapsed term, 

and 
. 

ALTEXUTIVE (d ) : to enable the parties to agree at their discretion upon 

the terms of prescription without any restriction or to exckde the prescription. 

(j) Freedom of the parties to modify the commencement of the term of 

prescription. 

(&) Freedom cf the parties to modify by an agreement the course of the 

terms ol” prescription. 

(5) Freedom of the pa>‘- Lies to mcdify by an agreement the effects of 

prescri:,‘;ioii . 

(6) Tc appreciate th< :‘c.rm in :.5lich the agreeillent on syescript ion should 

be re&lccd, 

(7) The question of ‘-::c alkOnO!ny Of contracts betiiCC:l ti?l parties in 

respect 0: I;ilne->i:lli-ts (si:::il3r>jr as under the preceding ::ocnts (1) to (--J) . 



least could have known of the infringement of his right; 
AUCERNATIVE (c ) : to take in principle as the basis the objective criterion, 

but to join, in some cases, this objective criterion toge-ther with the subjective 
criterion (e.g. to count in cases of damages a longer term from the origin of 

the damage , and shorter term from the date on which the injlured person knew or 
could have known of the damage); 

ALTERNATIVE (d) : to count the term from the end of the year (month) in lrhich 

the event, with which the commencement of prescription is connected, has occurred. 
(2) To fix the commencement of time-limits, for such case where t k same 

should be included in the prepared regulation (e.g. the -L;;crrrrs for the notification 
of the defects of goods, 

(3) Ouration of ti me period of prescription: 
(a) the time of duration of the general term of prescription, fixed for all 

rights included in the regulation, except cases where for such rights a differing 

term will be fixed, will be: 
AITERXATIVE (aa) : time of duration from two to three years; 

AUPERNATIVE (bb) : time of duration from four to five years; 

AITERNATIVE (cc) : longer time of duration (e.g. six years). 
(b) special terms of prescription: 
(aa) shorter time of duration, e.g. in cases 03 claiming rights arisinG from 

the defect of gcods, 
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G. Commencement and time of duration of terms of prescription (time-limits) 

129, (1) Uhile determining the colmnencement of the terms of prescription, it 
should be taken as the basis: 

ALTERNATIVE (a): the objective criterion, i.e. the prescription should run 
as from the date on which “actio est natal’ , i.e. from the date on which it has 

objectively been possible to claim the right in the court; 
ALTERNATIVE (b > : the subjective criterion, i.e. the term of prescription 

should commence to run from the date on which the entitled person knew, or at 

(bb) longer time of duration, e.g. in cases of securi-ty by ~norLag:e, 

acbno\;leQement of obligat!.on, or if the right has been adjudicated by tile jildicial 

judgement (arbitral award). 

I ..C 
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(I+) Time of durstion of time-limits, so far as the same will be incluiled 

in the regulation. 

H. The course of terms of prescription 

130. (1) Suspension of the term of prescription: 

(4 circumstances causing suspension of prescription, as e.g. 

(aa) impediments preventing the entitled person from asserting his claims in 

courts or from his continuing the pursuance of his claims owing to impediments 

which have occurred on the part of the obliged party or due to the impediments 

which could not be prevented by the entitled party, 

( T ) .*’ j d’ i 1 b.3 tne u 1c a proceedings where the prescribed rights are claimed. 

(b) effects of prescription: the term of prescription will not begin to 

run or will not continue to run during the existence of the impeditr-nt, and after 

its having ceased to exist, even the time already elapsed prior to the suspension’ 

will be included in the terq 

(c) the time at which the suspension can take place: 

ALTERNATIVE (a) : at ar3’ time in the course of the term of prescription, and 

ALTERNATIVE (b) : only at a certain time prior to its termination. 

(2) Interruption of terms of prescription: 

(4 circpmstances having the effect of interruption: 

(aa) acknowledgement of debts and of their accessories, and 

(bb) adjudication of the right by the judicial judgement (arbitral award), and 

(cc) assertion of the right in court or before arbitrators (see ALTEFQWIVE 

concerning suspension of prescription during the course of the judicial 

proceedings ) . 

(b) effects of interruption: the elapsed term of prescription becomes 

extinct and a new term of prescription begins to run afresh, 

(C) bile date Prom which the ne:r te??l of prescripticn is counted (e.g. in 

case oi ackco\Tledge:r.ent J’rom t!:e date on lrhich the ocknc:.:ledgen;ent has arrived 

or i’ran ti:c da-t- L on whicn the performance has been promised therein; in case of 

l;he jujicinl decision from the date on %ihich the same has ‘been rendered, the 

date on jt?iiicil it hns acquired i.l’e force of res judicata, 01' from the date when 

in conformity with its contents the adjudicated right hr:.:i to be performed). 

I . . . 
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(d) possibility of the beginning of the course of the new term of 

prescription if a right which has already been prescribed is involved (e.g., in 

cases of acknowledgement or judicial judgement). 

I. Effect6 of prescription 

131. (1) Extent of extinction of claimability of the right: 

ALTEIFLUATIVX (a) : regard is taken to prescription ex officio. 

ALTEFGATIVE (b) : regard is taken to prescription only if the obliged 

person claims so. 

(2) The effects in cases where the prescribed right ha6 been perfcrmed: the 

performance of the, prescribed right cannot be claimed back (as distinct from the 

time-limits). 

(3) The possibility to use the prescribed right for set-off (to consider 

whether it would be convenient to regulate it within the framework of provisions 

governing prescription). 

ALTMKATIVE (a ) : an absolute impossibility to use the prescribed right 

for set-off. 

ALTERXATIVB (b) : possibility to use the prescribed right for set-off ,. in 

so far as both debts being set -off have arisen frcm the same legal relation 

(e.g., the purchase price may be set off against the claim in reduction of the 

same as result of the defects of the gcods). 

ALTEZVATIVE (c): possibility of set-&f of a @rescri’ced right against a 

claim, in so far as both the right and the claim were in the past susceptible 

of being set-off (in order to exclude formal feature6 from the international 

business cocnexions). 

J. The time when the uniform rules should beccme effective 

132. The provisions cf these rules ought probably to be applicable to rights which 

have arisen after the date on which the rules had entered into effect, so that any 

retrcactive effects will be excluded. The determination cf 6uch time will follow 

from the adopted form of rules (i .e . , after the internatior.al convention has beccme 

effective) or frcm the adoption of the uniform law in the individual contracting 

States. 

I . . . 
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133. Organizational forms for further, future work: with a view to a considerable 

number of Xember States represented in the Commission, it would be difficult that 

the discussions on a concrete draft of the prepared rules on prescrip-Lion 

(time-limits) b e realized in the plenary sessions of the Commission. The Commission 

ought to consider on which principles the rules should be based, but the very 

elaboration of a concrete draft should be entrusted to a working group where at 

the maximum, seven to nine Member States vould be represented. On the basis of 

the conclusions and principles adopted during the second session of the Commission 

this working group would prepare a draft of rules so that the same may be discussed 

during the third session of the Commission. In the working group the 

representatives of all legal spheres should take part, whereby the States which 

would form the working group would appoint their representatives from circles of 

experts, for discussion on a concrete draft. 

e-w 
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ANNEX I 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE PROPER LAW AND UNIFICATION 
OF PROVISIONS CONCERNING FRESCRIPTION IN CONNEXION 'JITH I 

rJWl33RIALIZATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE* . 

The States signatory to this Convention 

Desiring to contribute to the further development of the international trade 
and 

' j 

Intending to establish a re1iabl.e basis for the legal regulation of the 
mutual business connexions 

Rave decided to conclude the present Convention on the Proper Law and 
Unification of Provisions concerning Prescription in connexion with the 
Katerialization of the International Trade and have appointed their representatives 

, who, after having 
duly submitted their powers have agreed upon the following provisions: 

I. PASIC PROVISICNS i 

Article 1 

The legal relations arising from the conclusion and performance of contracts 
of sale of the goods and from contracts for work in the course of international 

I 
trade among the organizations of foreign trade of the signatory States shall be 
governed by the following provisions. i 

, I 

II. PROPER SUESTANTIVE LAW 

Article 2 

The legal relations mentioned in article 1 shall be governed by the substantive 

law of the State, which has been expressly fixed in the contract, except matters I 
concerning prescription. 

Article 3 

If the proper law has not been determined in accordance with the provisions 

of article 2, the legal relations mentioned in article 1 shall be governed by the 

* Prepared in 1.961 within the frzmeuork of the Courci-1 fcr kIutna1 Econozic 
Assistance. 

I . . . 
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substantive law of the State in whose territory the seller or the organization 

pe;-formllng the work have their seat, except the matters concerning prescription, 

- III, PRESCRIFTION 

Article 4 

The right of action resulting from the legal relations mentioned in article 1 

or the right to assert the claim by the counteraction shall be prescribed upon the 

lapse of the period of three years. 

The time period cjf prescription shall run as of the day on which the right of 

action tas accrued, 

Article 5 

The claims resulting from the responsibility for the defects of the goods or 

ttose resulting from a guarantee shall be prescribed upon the lapse of the period 

of six mont’ns running from the day on which the notification of the defects has 

been dispatched. If the defects have not been notified within the period fixed for 

this purpose, it shall be held that no defects exist. 

Article f~ 

If the debtor has acknowledged in writing his obligation both as to its 

substance and amount, the course of t‘ne time period of prescription shall be 

interrupted and the new time period of prescription begins to run froGI the day of 

the acknowledgeme’nt. Vhere the claims based on a decision which is to be enforced 

are to be asserted, the time period of three years sMJ. apply. 

If the claim has been asserted in arbitration or judicial proceedings the 

prescription shall be suspended w’nile the applicant duly pursues his action. 

Article 7 

No regard shall be taken t3 prescription, if the debtor does not claim so in 

the arbitration or judicial proceedings. 

Article ‘3 

If tte debtor has fulfilled his obligation after the expiration of the period 

of prescripticn, he shall not be entitled to clai:n back the Ferformance .:hus 

rfffecte_l, nor iti such cases where he did not !rnow at the date of his Ferforo:or,ce 

IAl& tl-e Feriod of prescriptioc i:ad elapsed. 

The prescribed debt is not siiscep-tible of being set off. 

/  0 .  .  
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Article 9 

The agreement on a shorter or longer period of prescription other than that 

which is provided for under this Convention shall be made in writing, 

IV. INTERIM AND FINAL PROVISIONS 

Article 10 

If under the provisions of the substantive law which govern the legal relation 

or under the terms of an agreeulen” CI a longer term of prescription than that which is 

mentioned in articles 4 or 5 is provided for, such ckims where the period of 

prescription began to run prior to the effectiveness of this Convention shall be 

, prescribed upon the lapse of this tera, however, at the latest upon the expiration 

of the -period stated in articles 4 or 5, running as of the day on which this 

Convention has become effective. 

Article 11 

This Convention is subject to the ratification and the respective instruu;ents 

shall be depositied with the Government of the Union of the Soviet Socialist 

Republics. 
Phis Convention shall become effective within three months after the last 

instrutient of ratification of all States which are signatories of this Convention 

and which are indicated in its Preamble has been deposit.ed. The Government of the 

Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics shall notify the other States which are 

signatories of this Convention of the date on which the individual instrument of 

ratification has been deposited. 

Article 12 

This Convention shall reuain in force for the titr.e period of years. 

For the signatory States who have not submitted to the Government of the Union 

of the Soviet Socialist Republ cs the notice of this Convention within one year 

pril7s to the expiration of the -tilr,e cf its validity, ihe validity of tile present 

Convention shall be prolonged by f:urther five-year periods. 

bkxie out in on this day of 9 is- in ________ -- 
ianC;uaces in one issue whereby ail the wording is of the sarr.e validity. 

T;: 2 zertiried copies of the present Cocventien shall be submitted by the 

Goverr.xen t cf to ali &her signatories of the Ccnven!,ion. 

In witness uhereof the representatives have signed this Convention and 
rttac::cB the seals thereto. m-m I .  l .  
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AKNEX II 

PRELIKCNARY DRAFT COWE3Wl-OK ON THE iJKIFORI~1 EFFECT OF THE LkPSE OF 
TIME: CN INTERKATIONAL SALES OF T&fGIBLE KOVABLES* 

The States signatory to the present Convention 

Desiring tc establish common rules with respect to the lapse of time upon the 

international sale of tangible o;ovables 

iIave resolved to conclude a Convention to that effect and have agreed upon 

the following provisions : 

Article 1 

1. The present Convention shall apply to sales of an international character 

cf tangible movables . It shall also apply to sales on documents; 

2. Sales within the meaning of the terms of the present Convention shall 
include delivery contracts with respect to tangibie movables to be manufactured or 

produced, if it is incumbent upon the delivering party to furnish the raw materials 

required for such manufacture or production; 

3. The present Convention shail cct apply to sales 

(a> of stocks, shares or currency; 

(b) of ships , yessels for inland navigation and registered aircraft; 

(c) by authority of law or in execution of judgement. 

Article 2 

1. Without prejudice to the previsions of paragraph 1 of article 3, each 
-party to the contract of sale shall institute proceedings arising out of that 

contract or arking in connexion with the conclusion of, or failure to conclude, 

the contract within a period of three years frofi the date on Tahich tht: claim in 

question could first be pursued, except in.the case vheze adherence to this 

time-liuit was prevented as 2 result of fraud by the second party; 

2. After expiration of tile time-liniit specified above, the yarty tc file 

contract may not pursue 'ts claias, even in defence against an action. 

l-l F 

t-1 Li3n. * Prepared by Professor 3. Trammer. 

I . . . 
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Article 3 

1. The buyer must institute proceedings with respect to the lack of, 

conformance cf. the goods to~the contract of sale within one year frcm the date 

provided for notification under the terms of paragraph 2 of the present article, 

except in the case where adherence to this time-limit was prevented as a result of 

fraud by the seller. 

Upon expiration of this time-limit, the buyer may not pursue a claim resting 

on the lack of conformance of the gocds with the contract of sale, even in defence 

against an action; the buyer may, however, enter a request for the reduction of 

the price as a defence against an action for payment, provided that he has not 

previously paid for the goods and that he has served notice of the lack of 

~o@xggnce j ~~ 
2. The buyer shall forfeit the right of recourse to a claim of 

nor -conformance of the goods to the contract of sal.e if he bab not served notice 

upon the seller within a time-limit agreed upon by the pa&ies, or, in the absence 

of agreement upon this matter, within a limit of thirty days frcm the date of 

receipt of the goods: \/here such notice was served by registered letter, telegram 

or other appropriate means, the sender may rely upon such service notwithstanding 

any delay or non-delivery at the destination of such notice. 

3. T?PZ seller shall not rely upon the time-limit set forth in paragraph 2 

of the present article when Lack of’ conformance is due to circumstances which he 

has failed to disclose in bad faith. 

Article 4 

1. The parties may stipulate time-limits, in advance and in writing, with 

respect to tbn instiixticn of proceedings that exceed those which are set forth in 

paragraph 1 of’ article 3, and in article 2; V, however, the time-limits so agreed 

upon exceed the time-limits provided under the terms cf the present Convention by 

more than one half they shall have no effect with respect to that period of time 

in excess of the a’cove-specified limit. A contractual shortening of the said tjme- 

limits shall remain without effect; 

2. If the debtor has ackncwledged in writing that the creditor’s claim is 

well-founded In substance and in amount, the right to institute zcticn on the basis 

of the claim thus admitted shall be deemed to accrue frcm the date of such 

~ckno~~ledgement . 

/ . . . I 
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Article 5 

1. If acticn is brought before a court of law or submitted to arbitration 
prior to the expiration of the time-limit granted with res&ect to the institution 
of such action, the running of the time period in respect of the claim thus pursued 
shall be suspended if and while such action is properly pursued; 

2. The compulsory executicn of claims arising cut of a contract of sale or 
arising in respect of the conclusion of, or failure to conclude, a contract under 
a judicial judgement or arbitral award may be instituted within a pericd of ten 
years frcm the date that such judgement or award becomes enforceable. 

Article 6 

1. Expiration of the pericd fcr the institution of proceedings shall cnly 
be taken intc consideration by the ccurt, the arbitrators or the executive 
authorities at the request of the debtar; 

2. The debtcr who voluntarily discharges his obligation may net subsequently 
demand the restitution of the amount paid on the ground that the pericd for 
instituting action against him had expired at the time cf such discharge; 

3* The creditor’s claim against the debtor, which is not admissible as a 
result of the expiraticn of the pericd for the institution of proceedings, may be 
Gffset ‘against t’he debtor’s counter-claim against the creditor, provided that such 
settlement had been possible prior to the expiration of this period. 

Article 7 

1. The provisions cf articles 1 to 6 of the present Convention shall replace, 

regarding the matters governed thereby, the municipal laws of the signatory States 
with respect to the limitation of actions (discharge of rights of action arising 
frcm ccntract by the lapse of time). 

2. In the territories of the signatory States, the jFrovisi.cns of articles 1 
to 6 of the present Conventicn shall be applied by the tribunal (whether judicial or 
arbitral) before which the action is brought. This shall apply equally to cases in 
which in acccrdzncc with the private international law cf the jurisdiction in which 
the action is brought, the law applicable to the contract cf sale in question wculd 
be neither the mun.' ipal law of the for.&% no r the municipal law of any signatory 
State. 

--- 
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ANNEX III 

ABSTRACT OF THE GENERAL CONDITIONS GOVERNING DELIVERY OF GCOCS 
EFFECTED AMONG THE ORGAI~iZATILL‘K3 CF FOREXCW Tl?NX CF THE Mi%lBER 

S.TATES CF TyJ CCLNCI:, FCH KKtUf~L ECCNCKIC ASSISTAP!CE 

C!&WWR XVI 

Prescription 

Article 92 

The claims resulting from the relations regulated by these General Conditions 
of Delivery are governed by the provisions concerning prescription which are 
contained in this chapter. 

Article 93 

1. The general term of duration of prescription is two years. 

.;., 
The special term of duration of prescription of one year applies to: 
action6 based on the claimers resulting frcm the quality and quantity of 

goods (articles 31, 33, 71, 75, 77 and 80 to 82); 
(b) actions based on claim in payment of penalty. 

Article 94 

1. The general term of prescription to be counted a8 from the day on which 
the-claim has arisen. 

2. The special term of prescription to be counted in cases of: 
(a) actions which are based on claims accrued in connexion with the quality 

and quantity of goods - the term of prescription runs from the day following the 
day on which the buyer has received frcm the seller the re$y on merits of his 
ccmplaint, and in cases where the seller has not replied within the terms stated 

in paragraph i or paragraph 5 of article 76, frcm the day following the day on 
which the term within which the reply on merits of the complaint had to be made, 
has expired. If the seller's reply does not contain the decision on merits of the 
ccmplaint, the term of prescription begins to run from the day following the day on 

i 
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which the period within which the reply on merits of the ccmplaint was to be made, 
has expired ; 

(b) actions which are based on claims in payment of penalty - the period 
begins to run from the day following the day on which the buyer has received the 
reply concerning his claim, and in cases where the seller has made no regly on 
merits of claim as provided for under article 87 - frcm the day following the day 
on which the period within which the reply had to be made, has expired. 

Article 95 

Arbitrator(s) shall take regard to the prescription only in cases where the 
debtor claims so. 

Article 96 

If the debtor has fulfilled his obligation after the expiration of the tin;e 
period of prescription, he shall not be entitled to claim back the performance, 

even if he knew at the date of his Ferformance that the time period of prescription 
has elapsed. 

Article 97 

Cla&~s which have been prescribed can be set off if the parties so agree. 

Article 98 

Re course of the period of prescription shall be suspended if the action 

could not be filed due to grounds qualified as vis ma,lor, which has arisen or has 
been effective during the period of prescription. The time for which the running 
of the term of prescription is suspended shall not be included in the time period of 

prescription. 

Article 99 

1. The course of the period of prescription shall be interrupted in cases 

where the action has been filed or if the obliged payty has acknowledged his debt. 

2. After the interruption hrs ceased to exist the term of prescription shall 

run afresh. 
I 
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3. If the claimant has withdrawn his motion for arbitration, the running of 
the period of prescription shall not be deemed to be interrupted. 

Article 100 

If the period of prescription in respect of the principal claim has expired, 
it shall be deemed that the period of prescription in respect of ancillary claim 
has as well expired. 

Article 101 

Shall be considered as the date of the filing the action the date on which 
the action has been served on the arbitration court, or in cases where the action 
is sent by mail, it is the date of postmark at the time when the post office has 
accepted the registered letter for its being dispatched. 

ArticLe 102 

Any deviation frcm the provisions contained in this chapter shall not be 
allowed. 

Article 103 

lhe provisions of this chapter shall apply to obligations which have arisen 
out of contracts which are governed by the present General Conditions cf 3elivery. 

/ . . . 
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d&iginal : EnglishJ 
8 October 1968 

TIME-LIMITS AND LIMITATIONS (PRESCRIPTION) IX TIE FIELD 

The purpose of this 

and harmonization of the 

background is given a bri 

Nordic and some Germanic 
, on sale of movable goods 

OF INTERNATIONAL -SALE OF GOODS ~- 

I. Introduction 

exposC is to present some ideas as to a possible reform 

law on prescription in the field of sale of goods. As a 

ef summary of the existing rules on prescription in the 

legal systems limited to claims arising out of contracts 

Much of what is said is, however, equally valid with 

regard to prescription of other claims than those mentioned above. 

This document deals only with the internal rules on prescription and will not 

take up questions regarding conflict of laws, such as the choice of applicable law 

or the designation of competent courts. 

In addition to the rules of prescr:ption in the strict sense will be mentioned 

scme time-limits in the law on sales which, if disregarded, may ensue loss of 

certain rights. 

. 
II. The present law in Nordic and Germanic 

legal systems 

1. The starting-noint and length of' the periods of prescription 

(a) In the Nordic countries (Derslark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden) 

there are differences as well regarding the time when the prescription period. 

begins as regardirg the length of the period. In Denmark, Icelard and Norway the 
general rule (with regard to sales) is that the prescription runs frcm the time 

when the claim is due. (Th ere is, however, in Rcrwegian law an exception to this 

principle with regard to claims yhose maturity depends on a previous notice from the 

creditor. ) In Finland and Sweden the prescription runs from the date on which the 

claim accrued. A claim may thus be extinguished even though it has never beccme 

due. 

I . . . 
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The length of the prescription period is ten years in Finland and Sweden, 
five years in Denmark and Iceland and three years in Norway. 

I(b) In Germany the general period of prescription is thirty years, counted 
from the day when the claim accrued. There are, however, numerous exceptions frcm 

this general rule. For.th most common claims arising out of everyday life the 
period of prescription is two years; this applies to many claims in the field of 
sale. A prescription period cf four years applies, however, to certain claims. 

For these short time periods the prescription starts at the end of the year in 
which the claim accrued. 

(c) In Austria the general period of prescription is thirty years frcm the 
time when the creditor may exercise his right, a rule to which there exist 
numerous exceptions. Many claims of everyday life prescribe in a pericd of three 
years; this applies among others to many claims in the field of sale. 

I The general pericd of prescription in Switzerland is ten years from the 

day on in which the claim may be exercised (has beccme due). For some claims 
arising out of contracts on sales the period is five years. 

2, Interruption and suspension of prescription 

In the countries mentioned there are considerable differences as to how the 
prescription may be interrupted. But in all countries the creditor may interrupt ’ 
the prescription by bringing a legal action against the debtor before the court or 
by obtaining the debtor’s ackncwledgement of his debt. Such acknowledgement the 
debtor may give expressly or impliedly, f .i., by paying instalments or interests. 
In Swedish and Finnish law, the creditor may also interrupt the prescription by 

reminding the debtor of his debt or by demanding payment. This does not suffice 
in any of the other countries. 

With regard to suspension it may be mentioned that the prescription in Danish 
and Icelandic la’t; is suspended when tine creditor is inexcusable ignorance of his 

claim or of the dcbtor’r;Dlace of residence. The other Nordic countries have no 

corresponding rule of suspension, but suspension is provided for in some special 

relations. Germany has a general rule of suspension in cases of force madeure. 

In Switzerland, prescription is suspended when it is impossible to pursue the 

claim before Swiss courts. In Austria, prescription is suspended ii’ there is a 

total stand-still of the administration of justice. 

/ . . . 
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39 Agreements on prescription 
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The general principle seems to be that the parties may not make an agreement 

Y to the effect that there shall be no prescription at all or that the period of 
prescription shall be longer than that stipulated in the law. If such an agreement 

, 1 is concluded in advance, it will have no effect whatsoever. If the prescription 
is rurning at the time of agreement, an acknowledgement of the debt may be inherent 
in the agreement, which thus may interrupt the prescription. A shorter period of 
prescription than that stipulated in the law may generally be agreed upon. 
However, this is not possible under Swiss law. 

4. Effects of prescription 

The effects of prescription are gtnerally much Che same, even though there are 
some differences in terminology. There are nevertheless also scme differences in 
substance. A ccmmon principle in all countries mentioned above is that the creditor 
loses his right to enforce payment through legal measures. In Finland and Sweden, 
however, the creditor may use a prescribed claim to compensate a debt he owes his 
debtor, provided that the creditor acquired the claim before prescription occurred 
and provided that his debt had accrued before the same time. According to 
Norwegian law prescribed claims may also to a considerable extent be used for 
ccmpensation. ,In Canish law, however, this is not possible. In Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland thepreseribed claim can be used for ccmpensation provided that 
compensation became possible before the prescription pericd Lad run out. 

. If the creditor has a mcrtgage as security for the fulfilment of his claim, he 

may, with some exceptions, according to the law of all the countries mentioned, 

i . realize the mortgage even though the claim is prescribed. 

Payment of a prescribed debt may generally not be recovered. Such nayment is, 
moreover, usually not considered to be a gift. 

Prescription is in all the countries mentioned considered as part of the 

substantive law. 

5. Other time-limits in the codes on sale (notification of lack of 
conformity, etc. ) 

In addition to the rules of prescription in the strict sense may be mentioned 

the provisions on notification in the cedes on sale, which, if disregarded, entail 
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loss of certain rights, as for instance the right to insist upon delivery when the 
goods are delayed, or the right to rely on lack of conformity with the contract, 
These rules are paretically identical in Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. 

The time-limits mentioned above are generally not fixed in days, weeks or 
months, but are of a more indefinite character, such as “promptly”, “as soon as 
possible” or ‘!without undue delay”, One fixed last time-limit does nevertheless 
exist: the buyer will in any event lose the right to rely on lack of’ conformity 
of the goode if he has not given notice thereof to the seller within a period of 
one year frcm the date on which the goods were handed over to him, unless the 
seller has guaranteed the goods for a longer pericd or has acted fraudulently. 

, 

When the buyer has given due notice of lack of conformity in accordance with 
the provisions mentioned, his right to rely on the lack of conformity will be 
prescribed in accordance with the general rules of prescription of his claim. There 
is no special rule of extinction of such right (cp. the provisions in article $3 
of the Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods, The Hague, April 1964). 

The rules in the codes on sale yield in principle to the agreement of the 
parties and to custcmary law. 

In Switzerland the rules on notification regarding lack of conformity are in 
principle the same as in the Nordic countries. C&en the goods are not delivered in 

time, the buyer must promptly notify the seller in order to keep his right to 
insist upon delivery. This rule, however, is only applicable as between 
professionals. 

In Germany and Austria, rules on notification in cases of non-conformity are 

applicable only if both parties to the contract are professionals (Handel&auf). 
Notification must then be made promptly. Furthermore, in these two countries, the 

right to declare the contract avoided or to obtain damages or reduction of the 
price must be legally pursued within six months from delivery when movables are 
concerned (in Austria six weeks regarding sale of animals) and one year for Germany 
and three years for Austria when immovables are concerned. These time-limits apply 

whether the contract is between professionals or not. 

. 

III. ideas to a reform and harmonization of the law 
on nrescriytion 

1. The available infor;i,at,ion shows that there are considerable differences in the 

lax of prescription in the different countries. This is true as well with regard 
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to the starting-point of prescription as to the interruption of the prescription and 
the length of the period. .In scme countries the prescription starts from the time 
when the claim accrues, in other countries frcm trle time when the claim is due. 
In some legal systems the prescription may be interrupted by a simple reminder from 
the creditor to his debtor. In other systems the creditor - in order to interrupt 
the prescription - must bring a legal action before the ccurt if the debtor does 
not acknowledge the debt. !Ihe length of the prescription period also differs 
greatly. 

It seems obvious that there are scarcely rational reasons for maintaining 
different rules on prescription to the extent mentioned. It is surprising that, 

even in countries with rather homogeneous legal systems there are considerable 
differences in this field of law. !i’hess differences seem more to be the result of 
historic and accidental causes than founded on rational grounds. It should be 
possible to obtain much more homogeneous rules. 

Any legal rules on prescription should be constructed so as to serve in the 

most efficient way possible the facilitating of commercial and other economic 
transactions, to reduce litigation and to safeguard and strengthen legal security. 
Two opposing interests should be weighed against one another.: on the one side the 
creditor’s interest in not losing his economic right or being charged with too 
heavy burdens for preserving his right. Cn the other hand the debtor’s interest in 
not being forced to live for indefinite or too long periods in a state of uncertainty 
with regard to his economic situation. Exaggerated regard only to one or the other 
of these interests will entail disturbances in economic life and prevent 
transactions which, from a purely economic point of view, would appear desirable. 
It is thus a question of striking a proper balance between the two interests, 
proper in the 8en8e that one obtain8 at the same time a maximum of legal security 

and a minimum of hampering effect8 on economic life. 
2. In order to decide upon the question o f what rules ought to be applied, it is 

advisable to look into the fundamental purposes of the rules of prescription. 
Among these purposes may be mentioned considerations on problems as to available 
evidence and a wish to limit or reduce litigaticn. When a considerable time has 

elapsed since a disputed claim accrued or became due, it may be difficult to prove 

whether it still exists or not. Tne claim may furthermcre have been fulfilled, 
but the receipt or other evidence has not been kept. It is therefore a legal 

I . . . 
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interest that an absolute time-limit be established after which the question 
whether the claim exists may no longer be raised. Such rules of prescription 
will clarify the question, ard thus make unnecessary the uncertain appraisal of 
questions of evidence. Another iurpose behind the rules of prescription is that 
the debtor, when the claim is becoming old, may more and more adapt himself to the 
thought that an uncertain debt never will be collected. 

: 

The most important reason behind the rules of prescription seems, however, to 
be what may be characterized as the element of fulfilment and settlement : claims 
are, according to their own nature, intended to be temporary. By being fulfilled 

they shall cease to exist. Rules on prescription serve as a pressure for fulfilment 

or settlement. If the creditor does not get payment, or at least an acknowledgement 
of the debt from the debtor, he will lose his claim because of prescript ‘on 
provided legal action is not taken in time. 
3. The purpose of promoting fulfilment or settlement clearly indicates that the 
prescription period should be counted frcm the time when the’ claim is due. Before 
this moment the creditor may not demand fulfilment. But when the claim has become 

due, the prescription period should not be too long, as there are scarcely any 
important reatons for keeping a mature claim alive indefinitely or for a long 
period without settlement either by decision in court or by agreement.. 

The element of fulfilment indicates moreover that the prescription should not 
be interrupted only by a simple reminder from the creditor to the debtor. If so, 

it would be too easy to keep a (disputed) claim alive for an indefinite period. In 

order to interrupt the prescription the creditor should be required to bring legal 
proceedings before the court, if the debtor does not acknowledge his debt. 

----..!lW.s leads to the conclusion that in the law of prescription the most important 
. 

consideration is to have a short period of nrescriution counted from the day when 

the claim is due, a period which may only be interrupted by acknowledgement or by 
proceedings before the court. At least this seems to be a sound conclusion in the 

field of international sale of goods. 

Row long should the pericd be? Of course opinion may differ on this point. 

The period should be such as to afford the creditor ample time for taking up 

negotiations with the debtor and, if these do not lead to a satisfactory result, 

to decide on what other action he should take. Frcm these points of view a psriod 
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of for instance ten years, seems in general tc be unnecessarily long. Bearing in 
mind the ccmmunication facilities afforded in a modern society, it doe6 not seem 
reasonable to argue in favour of periods longer than a few years. Any choice 
between two and five years will be more or less arbitrary, but a period of three 
years would seemingly be apnropriate for most normal cases. It may, however, be 
advisable to provide for a longer pericd with regard to claims which have been 
established by a final judgement rendered by a court. For ti:ese claims a period 
of about ten years might be appropriate. 
4. It may be mentioned that revision and harmonization of the general rules on 
prescription outlined above recently have been discussed between the Nordic 
countries. The idea is, moreover, for the time being presented by the Swedish 
representatives in an expeit committee under the Council of Europe, which de&s 
with time-limits in general. 

s-s 
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UNITiCD KING3OM 

&%-iginal: English2 
13 January 1969 

TIME-LLtlITS, LMITATION ANlI PRESCRIPTION IN CONNEXION 
'WITH THE INTIQ3NATIONAL SAIX OF GOODS 

I. Introduction 

1. This study is submitted by the United Kingdom Government at the request of the 
United Nations Secretariat following the decision of the United Nations Ccmmission 
on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) to include the subject among the priority 
topics of the Ccmmission's work programme. 
2. The United Kingdcm Goverrslent feel that it may be of assistance to the 
Commission to have a payer which 

(a) describes and explores some of the problems which may face the Commission 
in connexion with their work on this topic and suggests certain lines of approach 
which may prove fruitful; and 

(b) gives some account of 
(i) the relevant rules of English dcmestic law; 

(ii) the relevant English conflict of law rules. 

III. The problems which may face the Commission 
and possible lines of work 

3* The discussion which took place during the first session of the Commission 
regarding the actual description of this topic in the Ccmmission's work programme 
suggests that the Ccmmission may find it desirable to devote their attention 
initially to two matters: 

(1) the establishment of a uniform terminology; 

(iI) a mere precise definition of the scope of the subject. 
4. It is thought that lawyers of different disciplines may well describe rather 
different types of legal rules by the same terms. For example, English lawyers tend 
to use the term "limitation" in relation to rules of law whose sole effect is to bar 
by the effluxion of time the right to institute legal proceedings and the ttrm 
"prescription" to describe rules under which the effluxion of time confers rights 
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e *g*# a rule whereby undisturbed enjoyment of an article for a specified ~criod 

gives one ownership: but it does not follow that lawyers familiar with other 

legal systems use these concepts in the same sense. In the course of studies in 

the Council of Europe the terms “extinctive prescri+tion” and “acquisitive 

prescription” have been employed to describe the two different types of rule. 

They are not, of course, mutually exclusive concepts, 

5@ The Commission may think th?t it would be useful to establish a simple 

glossary of terms for the purpose of ellmina-ting misUnderstandingS. 

G. -The United Kingdom Government would sugeest that the Commission ought also 

to seek to settle more exactly the field which it ‘proposes to examine in connexion 

with its work on this topic. One matter which merits some attention in this 

connexion is the question whether the study is to be restricted to time bars as 

they affect the institution of legal proceedings or whether it is to extend to 

time bars so far as they effect other remedies e.g. a right to repossess goods if 

a buyer fails to make payment or a right to reject goods as not being of the 

contract quality. The Commission may also wish to consider whether they wish to 

regard as within the scope of their enquiry rules of law (which it is thought are 

coTion to most legal systems) under which rights are extinguished or aCqUired if 

a person fails to act in some way within a reasonable time (as opposed to a fixed 

period). They may also wish to consider whether their study should be restricted 

to time-limits so far as the, or affect relationships between a buyer and seller 

under an international contract of sale or whether they wish to consider also the 

position in relation to situations involving third parties, e.g., the right of an 

owner to recover from a buyer goods sold by a vendor who has no title. 

7* It is thought that there are probably considerable advantages in initiating 

work in the first place over a narrow field and extending the field later if this 

is thought necessary. 

3. In defining the exact field of their study the Commission may find it helpful 

to consider how far, in practice, the lack of harmony between the laws of States 

lugon this topic occasions difficulty in connexlon with international trade, and in 

which particular matters the lack of harmony is most marked. For example, it may 

be pertinent to ascertain to what extent the laws of different States require that 
a domestic law imposing a time-bar on the institution of legal proceedings is 

I.. i 
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always applicable in relation to proceedings before its courts (or local arbitration 

proceedings) irrespective of the international character of the dispute. For 
example, it will be seen froli the latter part of this study that the rules of 

English private internalional law (as recorded in the decisions of the English 
courts) lay down that.the domestic rules of law of the forum are to be applied as 

respects procedural matters. The English Limitation Act (which generally precludes 

the institution of legal or arbitration proceedings after the expiry of six years) 
.-is characterized by the English courts as procedural in nature. Accordingly, a 

defendant In legal proceedings in England can successfully plead that tbe 
proceedings are time-barred after six years notwithstanding that he and the 
prospective plaintiff may be foreign or that the dispute concerns a contract for 
the intert+tiqnal sale of goods-and-that the contract is expressed to be subject 
to the law of a foreign State. The foreign element is immaterial. Conversely, 
of course, the rule that procedural matters are regulated by the domestic law of 

the forum serves to preclude the defendant from defeating the plaintiff’s case by 
reference to any rules of foreign Law (e.g.) the rules of the proper law) which 

the English courts regard as of a procedural nature and which specify a shorter 

period of limitation than that laid down by English domestic law. 

9* These examples indicate one obvious way in width differences in the Laws of 

States as regards time-limits may produce anomalies. If the laws of different 

States both 
(a) provide that procedural matters are regulated by the local domestic 

law; and 

(b) have rules which the courts of both States would regard as procedural 
and which specify time-bars of different duration, 
a situation will prevail in which it is always possible at some period to institute 
proceedings in the one country when the right to sue in the other is time-barred. 
Thus a situation is produced in which a Flaintiff may be able, if the defendant is 

subject to the jurisdiction of more than one State, to institute proceedings 

successfully in one State at a time when they are time-barred in another. 

10. T’nis situation. may of course prevail by reason of other factors. For example, 

different legal systems may apply different conflict of law rules; or they may 

apply the Same rules but interpret them differently. For exan;pl.e, two ccuntries 
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may adopt the same conflict of law rules cls the English ones described in the latter 
part of this paper in the sense that they distinguish procedural and substantive 
rules and, in relation to disputes concerning international contracts of sale, 
apply the procedural rules of the forum and the substantive rules of the law which 
is the proper law of the contract: but if different tests are applied to 
characterize laws anomalies may still result. It is thought, however, that this 
problem is to some extent reduced by the fact that divergences tend to be 
self-cancelling in certain situations. For example, A and B make a contract 
subject to the law of country C, and B brings proceedings against A in country D. 

11. If the courts of country D treat a rule of law of country C as substantive 
when the courts of C would regard it as procedural, the same net result will apply 
whether B sues in country C or country D, namely, the courts of both countries 
will apply the rule (although for different reasons), 
12. Another possible source of lack of harmony arises, of course, from variations 
in the domestic rules of States as to the rules for counting the running of time 
in relation to procedural rules barring rights by the effluxion of time. Thus, 
the fact that the domestic laws of two countries apparently provide a uniform 
period of limitation may not mean that the apglication of those rules will result 
in the period expiring on the same day in both cases. 

13. An analysis of the reported decisions of English courts would suggest that, in 
p;ract~ice, divergences in national laws in relation to time-limits do not occasion 
much practical difficulty. As will be seen from the latter part of this study the 

rules of English law involving time-bars are few and the private international law 
rules simple. It must be admitted, of course, that the records of judicial 

decisions are not altogether decisive. The application of a time-limit may be so 

apparent as to dissuade a party from instituting legal proceedings so that an 
obvious anomaly may never become the subject of judicial examination. 
14. It is thought that it would not be prematl>.re to venture some comments upon the 

solutions which the Commission might adopt. were they to decide that it is desirable 

to seek to achieve a greater degree of uniformity in the laws of States regarding 

time -limits. First, it is thought that any attempt to produce a greater harmony 

in the substantive rules of lavs regarding time-limits (as they affect the 

exercise of rights be-tween the parties to international contracts of sale) by the 

I . . . 
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preparation of uniform laws would involve problems of very great difficulty and 
could involve an overlap with the provision already made by The Hague Uniform Laws 
on the International Sale of Goods (see, e.gI, article 39), A major source of 
difficulty could be the fact that different legal systems may employ different 
remedial concepts. It is easy enough to deal with a situation where the law of one 
country allows a buyer to reject goods within a limited period because of some 
defect and the law of another country gives him a similar right, exercisable within I 

a different period. But what does one do if the laws of two countries afford 
entirely different systems of remedies as well as providing different time-limits, 
e.g., one requires notice of rejection to be given on the good returned w-ILthin a 
limited period while the other requires that legal proceedings be instituted within 
a certain period? It is accordingly suggested that the only practical solution in 
relation to difficulties involving substantive rules is to seek to harmonize 
conflict of law rules so that the courts of different States 

-(a) adopt unif orm tests to characterize rules of law as substantive (uniform 
rules of classification); and 

(b) apply the ‘same laws when applying substantive laws (uniform choice of 
law rules), 

15. Conversely, and rather obviously, it is thought that any effort by the 
Commission to harmonize procedural rules must be directed either .towards the 
preparationof uniform laws or towards the adoption of ,private international Law 
rules which allow the courts of the forum to take account of procedural rules other 
than their domestic procedural rules (to the extent that the foreign rules involve 
a more rapid loss or acquisition of rights than the domestic law of the forum). It 

is thought that it would probably be easier (and more desirable) to seek a solution I y 
in the first of these directions. The second course has two clear disadvantages: 

(i) it would not, in any event, simplify legal proceedings in connexion with 

international disputes because it would still be necessary to examine 
the procedural rules of more than one system of law; 

(ii) considerable difficulties would arise in deciding exactly which foreign 

laws were to be taken into account. For example, where a seller who 

carries O;I business in three different countries (by no means an unlikely 

situation) sells goods to a buyer in a fourth under a contract subject to 
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the law of the fourth country, it would seem essential in order to avoid 
any anomaly to consider the procedural time-limits applied in all three 
countries where the seller carries on business (and in any other country 
to whose jurisdiction he may be subject) because it would probably be 
open to the buyer to sue in any one of those countries. 

16. On the other hand, purely procedural rule6 regarding the institution of . 
.proceedFngs lend themselves to unification fairly easily because differences between 
the procedural rules of legal systems regarding the institution of legal proceedings 
tend to be of a superficial nature. For example, most legal systems accept the idea 
that there should be some limit on the institution of proceedings and that the period 
should be fixed. They differ only by providing different answers to the questions, 
e .g,, how long should the period be? Should one count public holidays? Should one 
count a part of the day as a whole day or ignore it3 What circumstances interrupt 
the running of time and ho\] do they affect the situation? 

III * The rules of English law 

17. For the purposes of private international law English law treats any law other 

than that applying in England as foreign. Thus Scottish, Australian and German laws 
are all foreign. English courts do not normally take “judicial notice” of the 
foreign aspect of any case which comes before them, that is to say, a court does not 

of its own motion inquire into the question whether it should apply the rule6 of 
any foreign system of law but assllme6 that the issues before it are to be decided 
entirely by English law unless and until one or more of the parties to the 
proceedings raises the point that a foreign law is relevant and provide6 evidence 
as to what that law is. 
18. In this survey the term “goods” does not include ships, to which special rule6 
apply in English law, especially in relation to admiralty actions. 

1. Private international law 

13. The general rule is that procedural matters are governed by the lex fori, SO 

that in any action brought in England all procedure is governed by the English 

rules of procedure. A rule which extinguishes a relnedy, as opposed to a substantial 

righ’;, is classified as procedural. The effect of the English domestic law of 
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limitation (the Limitation Act described below) as it appJi,es to the right to SUB ’ 

on a contract is merely to extinguish the remedy of the would-be plaintiff, The 

Plaintiff may still have other ways of enforcing his rights which the Limitation Act , 
does not affect, e.g., if a debtor Sends money to a creditor to whom he OW06 

several debts without indicating that it is sent in payment of a particular debt the 

creditor may appropriate it to the payment of a debt for which he cannot sue because 
the action ie time-barred. The Act is, therefore, regarded as procedural in 
character and English courts will apply it to action6 brought in England, even 

though then-proper law of the Contract 16 foreign and even though that foreign law 
may impose a different period of limitation from English law. 
20. Conversely English law will apply the substantive rules of a foreign law if 

that law is relevant because, e.g ., an action is being brought for breach of 
contract and that law is the proper law of contract. It may be that the rules of 
limitation of the applicable foreign law are regarded as substantive. They would 

then apply in addition to the English rules. !+‘hether a foreign rule is procedural 
or substantive is a question of fact to be determined on expert evidence (that of a 

person expert in the law in question). Obviously, the question of applying a 
foreign rule in addition to the English rule arises only if the foreign law 
prescribes a shorter period than the English rule. 
21. Thus: 

(a) The English limitation period (usually six years) will apply to any action 
on an international sale of goods contract brought in England, whatever the proper 
law of the contract. 

(b) The English rules will apply even though a foreign court has already 
declared the action time-barred if the foreign court has done so on procedural 

grOUtIdS. 

(c) Where a substantive rule of the proper law of the contract bars the action, 
that rule will be applied by an English court so as to shorten the period within 

which an action may be brought if the period laid down by the proper la-c! is in 

fact shorter than the English period. 

2. The English domestic Law as to limitation of actions 

22. The rules are mainly statutory and are to be found for the most part 

1939 Limitation Act. The main provisions affecting contracts are: 

in the 
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(a) The limit ti a on period is generally six years. For contrac-Ls made by deed 

the period is twelve years,’ but contracts for the sale of goods are unlikely to be 
so made. For any claim for damages in respect of personal injuries the limitation 
period is three years. ( h W ere there is a claim for breach of contract causing 
both personal injuries and other types of damage, the latter claim may be pursued 
by itself even though the personal injuries claim is statute-barred because the 
three-year Feriod has expired.) 

1 (b) Exceptions to the six-year -period have been made in connexion with certain 
international conventions relating to carriage. In the case of contracts for the 
carriage of goods by sea to which The Hague Rules apply, the limitation period for 

a claim in respect of damage to the goods is one year from the date of delivery. 
A two-year period of limitation-applies in relation to actions arising from the 
carriage of goods by air. This rule 1s applied in implementation of the Warsaw 
Convention, as amended at The Hague in 1955. Periods of one year, or three years 

. 
a 

in the case of wilful misconduct, apply in relation to actions on contracts for the 
international carriage of goods oy road. The relevant rules of English law 
implement, in this case, the 1956 Convention on the Interna.Lional Carriage of Goods 
by Road. 

-> 

(c) Except in the cases described in paragraph (b) above and certain other 
cases where fraud or mistake i:. involved, time begins to run from the date when 
the cause of a&ion arises, i .e ., from the date when a breach of contract occurs. 
\!here, however, an action is based on fraud or the existence of a cause of action 
is fraudulently concealed or where an action iS .orought for relief from the 
consequences of a mistake, time runs from the moment the claimant discovers the .- 
existence of his right of action or from the time when he ought, with due diligence, 
to have discovered it. 

(d) Time runs continuously. Time ceases to run and begins to run again if 
the person to be sued acknowledges the claim in writing to the party who !?as a 

right to sue. 

(e) The coart doe5 not apply limitation rilles automatically, e.g., if a party 
:#ishes to rely on the L-imitation Act, he must raise the tr.atter expressly. 

Conversely a party may waive hLs right to have a claim dismissed as time-barred, 

and the court will hea? the case as if th? li!l;i.ta’ii~n period had not expired. 

I . . . 
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(This is one reason why the English law rule bars only the right to sue and does 
not e%tingUish the substantive right.) The parties may also make a contract under 
which one of them agrees to extend the limitation period or not to rely on the 
Limitation Act in relation to an existing claim. Such a contract is enforceable. 

(f) The parties to a contract may provide for a period of limitation which 
is shorter than thd six years laid down by law. In that case the contract period, 
not the statutory period, applies. The agreed period may relate to any action 
arising under the contract or to particular types of claim. Thus there may, e .g ,, 

-be an agreed .period for the instituting of .proceedings relating to the quality of 
goods. 

(g) The Crown and public authorities are in the same .position as other 

persons as far as limitation affecting sale of goods contracts is concerned. 

3. Arbitration 

23. The statutory limitation .periods apply to arbitration proceedings. The right 

to have a dispute arbitrated is lost six years after the right to go to arbitration 
arises, i.e., six years from the date of the breach of the contract. 

4. The extinction of contravtual remedies through the passing of time 

24. Unlike some legal, systems, English law does not lay down different time-limits 

for the exercise of different contractual rights and obligations. The six-year 
period applies to the enforcement by legal action of all contractual rights. Eut 
there are certain remedies available to buyers or Sellers of goods which uill be 
lost if they are not exercised within a reasonable time. What constitutes a 

reasonable time depends on the CircUmStanCeS Of each c8seJ but in practice it will 
be a much shorter peri.od than six years. Tine remedies are: 

(a) The rescinding of the contract 

A party who wishes to rescind the contract (e.g., Se?aUSe of a oreach of 
condition by the other party) must act reasonably promptly. The right may also 

be lost for other reasons than the passing of time (even if the person in question 

acts quickly), e.g., because it is not -possible to restore the parties to the 

position they were in be...,ze the contract was made. 

I . . . 
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(b) Specific performance 

k c0ur.t order compelling a party to perform a contract for the sale of goods 

(an alternative to an award of damages) may be granted if applied for with 

reasonable speed. But this remedy is very rarely granted in the cace of a sale of 

goods; &d i.s a matter entirely within the court’s discretion. 

(c) Re.jecting goods for lack of conformity or late delivery 

Eere again there are reasons apart from the passing of time why the right may 

be lost, e.g., the property may have passed to the buyer, or he may have accepted 

them without reservicg his right to reject, 

25. These rules will be applied by an English court when the proper law of the 

contract is English. Tne situation where the proper law is not English is less 

clear, however, because of the lack of cases in which the u&ter has come before the 

courts. The text book authorities suggest that English courts would recognize the 

availability of and grant ‘similar remedies if the proper law of the contract was 

a foreign law and that law provided for such remedies but that the English rules 

as to the time in which they must be exercised wo%uld not be disregarded. 

5* The sale of goods acquired by prescriptive title 

26. In English law title to goods is extinguished after six years adverse 

possession. The dght is barred, and not uerely the remedy. The rules of 

prescription in connexion with goods would therefore appear to be substantive and 

not procedural. 

27. English law generally recognizes a title or claim to possession of goods 

acquired under the law of the place where the goods were situated at tile relevant 

time. The only cases which have arisen in English courts have concerned transfer 

of title for other reasons than the passing of time, (e.g., by public sale) but 

there is no reason to suppose that similar considerations would not apply to cases 

involving liaitation. In view of the lack of English authority on the point, 

An;esican cases, whi,?h deal with such proble:ns more often, might well have some 

persuasive authority in English courts. 
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